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www.filmgate.se www.filmivast.se 

“Brighton Rock” © 2010 Optimum Releasing

“Dear Alice”  © 2009 One Tired Brother

“Arn - The Kingdom at Road’s End” © 2008 AB Svensk Filmindustri

“Hush”  © 2009 Warp X / Fear Factory (Hush)

“Antichrist”  © 2009 Zentropa

“The Descent: Part 2”  © 2009 Celador Films / Pathe Productions 

“The Cottage” © 2008 Steel Mill Yorkshire / UKFC

“Centurion”  © 2010 Celador Films / Pathe Productions

“Eden Lake”  © 2008  Rollercoaster Films

“Mammoth”  © 2009 Memfis Film

In less than four years Filmgate have supplied high end cost effective visual effects and DI solutions for over 30 

feature films in 9 countries. Since the introduction of our 2k grading and conform services we have graded 

three feature films and several short films as well as TV commercials. In 2009, with the aid of regional funding, 

we have expanded our services into co-production. Looking forward to 2010 not only do we have exciting and  

challenging visual effects projects ahead, such as the eagerly anticipated UK features “Centurion” and  

“Brighton Rock”, we are also involved with a slate of US, UK and French projects as co-producers.

SWEDEN’S BEST KEPT SECRET
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CEO’S LETTER 

There’s a celebraTion going on that you 
can hardly have failed to notice: Congrat-
ulations Berlinale – 60 years old this year! 
You seem more vivacious and sprightly 
than ever! Anniversaries provide a good 
opportunity to stop and take stock of 
history, and Sweden is the only Nordic 
country to have scooped no fewer than 
three Golden Bears for feature films over 
the years. We have Arne Mattsson, 
Ingmar Bergman and Jan Troell to thank 
for those. Counting in our other awards, 
the total is considerably higher.

Alf Sjöberg’s Miss Julie didn’t win a 
Golden Bear, but it did pick up the Palme 
d’Or in Cannes in the same year that the 
Berlinale began back in 1951. This year 
it’s set to screen again in the Retrospec-
tive: Play It Again..! section of the festival.

buT back To the present. Back to the 
cramped apartment where 15-year-old 
Sebbe lives with his mother. Competing 
in the Generation 14plus section, Babak 
Najafi’s debut feature shows us Swedish 
underclass life out in the suburbs. And in 
common with many other acclaimed 
feature film newcomers, Babak Najafi 
arrives on the scene with a number of 
celebrated short films to his name. No 
doubt you’ll be seeing more of him in the 
future, and those of you who want to 
catch up with him now can read the 
interview in this edition of Swedish Film.  

I am so proud of our record for 
nurturing short films in Sweden. This is 
done in the full conviction that many of 
the major filmmakers of the future are 
operating in short films right now, and 
that those filmmakers are worth invest-
ing in, properly. Now we are seeing that 

conviction pay off, both through a wealth 
of short films of high international class, 
and the feature film successes which so 
often follow in their wake.

This ediTion of Swedish Film is a true 
feast for anyone interested in short films. 
Naturally, we feature the three competi-
tors in this year’s Berlinale. We have 
Joanna Rytel’s Unplay, which questions 
the balance of power in sexuality. Here 
too is Ruben Östlund, an established 
features director, competing this year 
with his short film Incident by a Bank. And 
last but by no means least, Jonas Odell is 
back once again on German soil. He won 
the 2006 Golden Bear for his Never Like 
the First Time!. This time around he’s 
competing with his animated short, 
Tussilago.

As the only representatives of the 
Nordic countries, these three films are 
competing in a field of 25 entries in 
Berlinale Shorts. And it wouldn’t surprise 
me if in 40 years’ time, when the Berlinale 
is celebrating its 100th anniversary, they 
will be high on the list when it’s once 
again time to look back on some of the 
many film gems of the festival’s distin-
guished history.

Short is beautiful

cissi elwin frenkel
CEO,  
Swedish Film Institute

Photography 
Johan Bergmark
Sandra Qvist
Cover photo 
Sandra Qvist
Translation 
Derek Jones

Print  
Norra Skåne Offset, Hässleholm
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WE CONGRATULATE OUR CO-PRODUCTIONS AT BERLIN INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL 2010

FILM I VäST - SCANDINAVIA’S LEADING PARTNER IN INTERNATIONAL CO-PRODUCTION      WWW.FILMIVAST.SE

FILM I VäST IS OWNED BY REGION VäSTRA GÖTALAND  

IF I WANT TO WhISTLE I WhISTLE IN COMPETITION
ThE kILLER INSIDE ME IN COMPETITION

ThE FAMILY IN COMPETITION
SEBBE IN GENERATION 14PLUS

TUSSILAGO IN BERLINALE ShORTS
häNDELSER VID BANk IN BERLINALE ShORTS

Annons Swedish Film berlin 2010 1   1 2010-01-15   15:48:23

nonstopsales.com

You will find us at The Scandinavian Film stand 
Martin Gropius no 24

NonStop Sales Presents

The Wedding Photographer

Come and see us at this years European Film Market and we
will tell you more about this movie and our line up for 2010!

Magic Silver – Family
What goeS around – Comedy
david’S Birthday – Drama

Over 300 000 admissions to date in Sweden!

the valley – Family Mystery
expecting love – Romantic Comedy
the truth – Drama
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#1 2010
8 NEWS

A concert film set in the woods, two new film commissioners and a  
couple of short films set for the Berlinale. 

16 SEBBE
Director Babak Najafi wants Swedish film to be about something else  
than the discreet charm of the bourgeoisie.

20 FILMTECKNARNA
Music videos for the likes of Madonna and U2. Memorable commercials. Award 
winning short films. Now Swedish animators and production company 
FilmTecknarna are taking it to the next level. 

24 BETWEEN TWO FIRES
It’s grim up north. After making documentaries Agniezska Lukasiak takes the 
leap into feature film with a story about refugees and isolation in the most  
remote part of Sweden.

27  BIRTHDAY
Sundance darling Jenifer Malmqvist is back at the festival for the  
second time in three years.

28 THIS IS ALASKA
Prized directors Gunilla Heilborn and Mårten Nilsson and their ensemble  
seek adventure in this short, which is screening in Rotterdam and competing  
in Clermont-Ferrand. 
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30 EASY MONEY & BALLS
young, talented and all over each other’s films: directors Josef Fares and 
Daniél Espinosa on why they love working together.

35 AMONG US
Heaven must be missing an angel. Because someone from above is  
helping a traumatized couple in Johan Brisinger’s new drama.

38 SEEDS OF THE FALL 
 INSTEAD OF ABRACADABRA

Patrik Eklund’s last short Instead of Abracadabra was shown in Sundance  
just a year ago and is shortlisted for an Oscar nomination. The new  
one – Seeds of the Fall – takes him back to Sundance yet again.  

40 MISS JULIE
veteran actress Anita Björk reminisces about her part in the film that  
took her to the very first Berlinale. Back in 1951.

42 POST-PRODUCTION
Internationally successful and constantly in demand: post-production 
companies are the latest success story in the Swedish film industry.

47 NEW FILMS
All the info about the latest Swedish films.

CONTENTS
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upcoming films 2010

SvenSk FilminduStri AB

The Hunters 2 

A sequel from the renowned director of major box office hit “The 
Hunters”. The Hunters 2 is a sequel to the smash hit The Hunters 
that received 2 wins and 2 nominations at the Swedish National 
Academy Award. Sundvall is one of Scandinavia’s most driven 
directors, best known for his excellent thrillers.

TenTaTive Delivery: December 2010
DirecTeD by: Kjell Sundvall
casT: Peter Stormare (Entourage, Prison Break, Fargo), Rolf Lassgård 
(After Wedding, Under the Sun, The Hunters)
Genre: Action/Drama
counTry: Sweden

The Catwalk 

The big Recession. Bankruptcy. A crazy idea. Six Swedish women. 
From different cultures. With nothing in common. Except for their 
passion for fashion. A hell of a journey. From a tiny apartment in 
the suburbs – to the Catwalk in Paris… A warm comedy in the vein 
of Full Monty!

TenTaTive Delivery: December 2010
DirecTeD by: Denize Karabuda
casT: TBA
Genre: Drama/Comedy
counTry: Sweden

Among Us 
 

A poignant, suspenseful and hopeful drama that flirts with the 
fantastic! Ernst and Cecilia live a contented married life, until 
an unexpected event turns their whole world upside down;  
one that tests their faith as husband and wife, and as parents. 
A chance encounter with a mysterious stranger, Walter, changes 
their lives in an unexpected way.

TenTaTive Delivery: March 2010
DirecTeD by: Johan Brisinger (Suddenly)
casT: Michael Nyqvist, (The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo, As It Is in 
Heaven, Day and Night) Izabella Scorupco (Golden Eye – James Bond), 
Tcheky Karyo (Golden Eye – James Bond, Nikita)
Genre: Drama
counTry: Sweden

A Thousand Times Stronger 

One day Saga joined the class. She was what you might call a 
“strong girl”, the kind all grownups like. At school they all just 
kept harping on about how they wanted strong girls. And then she 
came. Signe could see the whole thing play out. What happens 
when a girl comes along, who really just takes it for granted that 
there should be room enough for her, that she should be allowed 
to be herself? 

baseD upon an awarD winninG novel by chrisTina herrsTröm

TenTaTive Delivery: September 2010
DirecTeD by: Peter Schildt
casT: Julia Sporre, Judit Weegar, Happy Jankell, Hjalmar Ekström, 
Jacob Ericksson
Genre: Children Feature
counTry: Sweden

IN POST-PRODUCTION

Klara 

Klara feels like an outcast and has trouble making friends. Most 
of the girls in her class are into horseback riding. Klara has to 
lie in order not to reveal that she is a total beginner, but before 
she manages to rein in the deception she’s signed up for a major 
riding competition... She is saved by Jonte, a boy her own age, 
who helps her practice in secret. This is a story about the falte-
ring steps out of childhood, the first exciting stirrings of love, and 
horses of course.

baseD on The successFul novels by pia haGmars

TenTaTive Delivery: March 2010
DirecTeD by: Alexander Moberg
casT: Rebecca Plymholt, Joe Lützow, Kjell Bergqvist, Regina Lund
Genre: Children Live Action
counTry: Sweden

IN POST-PRODUCTION

IN DEvELOPMENT IN PRE-PRODUCTION

IN POST-PRODUCTION

The Plan 

It is said that the earth and mankind are threatened. The climate 
change, population growth, species extinction, resource consumption 
and so on, are running wild. It is said that we are in a terrible 
hurry to change our way of thinking and living so we can turn the 
big ship Earth around. Some say that we have only five to ten 
years left to do it. Short time? Sure. But not if we have a really 
good plan. The Plan is an optimistic film. It gives you strength, 
hope and inspiration. It’s a film about the ability humans have to 
make plans. It will change your way of thinking.

TenTaTive Delivery: March 2010
proDucer: Michael Stenberg and David Österberg
Genre: Documentary 
counTry: Sweden

IN POST-PRODUCTION
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ErIk EnockSSon JESpEr GAnSlAndt SkinnSkatteberg 

Forest Murmurs
People like to see and hear his music 
performed. But for composer Erik 
 Enocksson, creation is what counts, not 
live performance. The solution: Skinn
skatteberg, a concert film shot in the 
forest, screened at Clermont-Ferrand.

“I wanted to do the right thing. I felt I’d taken 
organic sound as far as I could and wanted to, 
and that the instruments I’d based my work on 
(the pedal organ, guitar, piano, and chimes) 
needed to be immortalised and celebrated in 
their own right,” says Enocksson about the 
background to the film. 

It was film director Jesper Ganslandt who 
suggested filming the concert project in the 
forest just outside Skinnskatteberg in central 
Sweden. The two men have worked together 
since their joint breakthrough with Falkenberg 
Farewell (Farväl Falkenberg) in 2006, and 
they’ve spent quite some time together at 
Enocksson’s nearby family home.

This is by no means an average music film. 
Enocksson and his musicians play their songs 
amid birdsong, creaking branches and 
droning mosquitoes. The setting was chosen 

for its natural qualities, the idea being that the 
music would feed off the forest noises, 
creating a unique live concert.

“I wanted the concert to feel as natural and 
immediate as possible. The good thing about 
staging it in the forest is that you can’t control 
the sounds that get into the music. And not 
just the sounds – we couldn’t control the 
weather, either. The day before filming it 
rained, so that also made its way into the film’s 
sound and imagery,” says Ganslandt.

Wasn’t it hard to get the sound right? I’m 
thinking of instruments going out of tune in the 
cold and damp, and acoustics that are very 
different from those in a studio…

“I believe in choosing a setting and then 
just live with the consequences. And if a 
piano goes out of tune, well that’s part of it. 
The sound is all down to Pawel Luckis (the 
legendary sound technician with Jazz 
Stockholm). Without his expertise it wouldn’t 
have been the same film. Given the difficult 
filming conditions, I could never have hoped 
for such amazing sound as he managed to 
create,” says Enocksson. 

 ELIn LArSSon  

NEWS

Clermont-
Ferrand
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FACTS  
JESPER GANSLANDT 
& ERIK ENOCKSSON
Background: Ganslandt made 
his feature debut in 2006 with 
the  critically acclaimed Falken-
berg Farewell (Farväl Falkenberg), 
which won the FIPRESCI prize 
in Lisbon and was nominated for 
a Guld bagge award. His second 
 feature, The Ape (Apan), was se-
lected for Venice Days and Toron-
to’s  Vanguard section in 2009.

Music composer Enocksson got 
his breakthrough in Falkenberg 
Farewell, and has continued to 
work with Ganslandt ever since. He 
is the composer of the music for 
the highly acclaimed Burrowing 
(Man tänker sitt, 2009). Enocksson 
released his album With its dark 
tail curled ‘round the garage in 
2008.

Currently: Skinnskatteberg is 
 being screened in a special section 
in Clermont-Ferrand. It is due to be 
released on DVD later this year by 
Fasad Film and Kning Disk.
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NEWS

Ulf Malmros’ The 
Wedding Photographer 
(Bröllopsfotografen) is 
set to screen in the 
Berlin Film Festival’s 
European Film Market. 
This partly autobiograph-
ical film, about a young 
man from a small town 
who dreams of becom-
ing a photographer in 
Stockholm, is director, 
screenwriter and editor 

Malmros’ sixth feature, 
following successes 
such as A Summer Tale, 
Slim Susie and God 
Save the King. The 
Wedding Photographer 
was one of Sweden’s 
major box office 
successes last year, 
picking up no fewer than 
three Guldbagge award 
nominations.

 MATTIAS DAHLSTRöM

wedding  Photographer 
to Berlin

if i Want to WhiStle, i WhiStle

They came for post-production
Swedish co-production If I Want to 
Whistle, I Whistle, the first feature from 
Romanian director Florin ̧Serban, has 
been selected for competition at the 
Berlin Film Festival. The film, about a 

teenage prisoner who falls in love with a 
Psychology student, kidnaps her and tries 
to escape five days before his release, 
won the CineLink work in Progress 
Award at Sarajevo IFF in August 2009. 

Post-production was completed in 
Sweden in December. The Swedish 
co-producers are Film i väst and The 
Chimney Pot.  
 ELIN LARSSON
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Ruben Östlund is in the limelight at the Berlin 
festival with his short film, Incident by a Bank 
(Händelse vid bank). The film is a warm-up for 
his upcoming feature, Play – both of them take 
place in real time, and both are about robber-
ies.

Ruben östlund, whose critically-acclaimed 
Involuntary (De ofrivilliga) premiered in Un Certain 
Regard at Cannes 2008, has been warming up for 
his next feature with a short film, Incident by a Bank. 
Taking place in real time, the film is based on a 
failed robbery attempt at a Stockholm department 
store actually witnessed by Ruben östlund himself 
and his producer Erik Hemmendorf. Inspiration 
came from the fact that robberies are so often 
depicted in films and on Tv in a way that doesn’t 
square with reality:

“The reality in this case was positively surreal. 
And in common with all the films I’ve made, I think 
it’s important to give reflections of the setting that I 
feel are true. That’s why I was so keen to provide a 
different perspective on something that’s so 
common in films and the media.”

östlund’s upcoming feature Play has much in 
common with the short: it takes place in real time, is 
based on real events and concerns a kind of 
robbery. This time we follow a gang of young 

NEWS

FACTS  
RUBEN ÖSTLUND 
Born: 1974. Lives in Gothenburg.

Background: In the 
late 90s he directed 
films on skiing, some 
of them now world 
famous. After a 
 docu mentary in 
2000 he made his 
award- winning debut 
feature The Guitar Mongoloid 
(Gitarrmongot) in 2004. His Involuntary 
(2008) was selected for Cannes and 
has subsequently screened at major 
festivals worldwide.

Currently: His short, Incident by  
a Bank, is set to compete in  
Berlinale Shorts.

rubEn ÖStlund incident by a bank 

Stick ’em up!
immigrants who use sophisticated rhetoric and a 
good cop/bad cop approach to get some Swedish 
youths to hand over their valuables. By the end, the 
robbers and their victims even shake hands before 
they part. Unlike so many other directors, Ruben 
östlund isn’t secretive about the plot of his film, not 
even the ending. Here, his inspiration comes from you 
Tube:

“It’s something I find really interesting right now. 
when I watch a clip on you Tube, the title of the clip 
nearly always tells me what’s going to happen. For 
example: ’Failed robbery attempt at Stockholm’s Nk 
department store’. what’s going to happen isn’t 
interesting. what is interesting is what the event 
actually looked like.”

His view is that by revealing what’s going to happen 
beforehand, you sharpen the viewer’s attention, 
putting greater emphasis on the interpretation.

”Most of what’s shown on television is based on 
intrigue, and what makes us watch is the action itself. 
There’s no real emphasis on interpretation, and as 
such it’s almost always lacking in credibility. Fake, 
fake, fake,” says Ruben östlund.

  HENRIk EMILSON

Incident by a Bank will premiere in Berlinale 
Shorts. Play is set to premiere in spring 2011. 

wedding  Photographer 
to Berlin
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NEWS

Millennium films  
on a roll 
Swedish production company 
Yellowbird is celebrating the 
immense success of the Millennium 
trilogy. Close to 11 million people in 
Scandinavia, Spain, France, Italy and 
Germany have seen the first two 
parts (The Girl with the Dragon 
Tattoo, The Girl Who Played with 
Fire). All in all, the trilogy has been 
sold to 39 countries. In addition, the 
first film is set for at US premiere in 
March. The final part, The Girl Who 
Kicked the Hornet’s Nest, opened in 
Sweden in November.
 ELIN LARSSON

Videocracy around  
the world
Having created quite a stir at its 
international premiere in Venice in 
September, Erik Gandini’s Videocracy, 
produced by Atmo, has successfully 
toured the festival circuit with stops 
including Toronto, Hampton, Bergen, 
Sao Paolo, CPH:DOX, IDFA, Bratislava 
and Docpoint. So far, this study of 
Italian PM Berlusconi’s power over 
the Italian media has been sold to 
over a dozen European countries, and 
will open in the US on February 12. 
 ELIN LARSSON

Deep forests, archipelagos, mountains, lakes, open landscape, modern cities, medieval towns, villages, midsummer light

a minimum of security issues, internationally experienced film crews and equipment houses
 

history to be proud of, Ingmar Bergman, Jan Troell, Greta Garbo, Ingrid Bergman, Lasse Hallström, to name a few

FILMING IN SWEDEN

we work together - with great locations - all over Sweden
Swedish Lapland  Film Commission
Berit Tilly
www.slfc.se
berit.tilly@slfc.se
+46 70 330 45 99

Stockholm Film Commission
Ingrid Rudefors
www.stofilm.com
Ingrid.rudefors@stofilm.com
+46 70 323 77 71

Oresund Film Commission/
Southern Sweden

Mikael Svensson
www.oresundfilm.com

svensson@oresundfilm.com 
+46 70 716 32 02

Mid Nordic Film Commission
Per Hjärpsgård

www.midnordicfilm.com
per@midnordicfilm.com

+46 76 800 75 10

Fredrik Gertten´s documentary Bananas!* is 
screening in the Culinary Cinema section at 
the Berlinale. It is also one of the nominees 
for the Cinema for Peace Award, an award 
for films that promote peace and interna-
tional understanding. Presenters at the gala 
night at the Berlinale are amongst others 
Mikhail Gorbachev and Leonardo Di Caprio.

The film, about the struggle of Nicaraguan 

banana workers against the Dole Corpora-
tion, stirred up huge controversy in 2009, 
with Dole filing a lawsuit against Gertten, 
producer Margarete Jangård and production 
company wG Film. After heavy criticism and 
an anti-SLAPP motion filed by the film-
makers, Dole finally dropped the lawsuit 
back in October.  

 ELIN LARSSON

Bananas for peace 
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NEWS

Virtually everything she does is provocative. 
Joanna Rytel is an artist who has made films in 
which she dances for animals, masturbates in 
front of a cat, or films herself trying to get a guy 
with autism to fall in love with her. In the now 
world-famous episode film collection Dirty 
Diaries she exposes herself in various public 
places in her Flasher Girl on Tour. And in Unplay, 
screening in Berlinale Shorts, she films herself 
telling her boyfriend that she has just fucked his 
friend.

Unplay sticks a well-directed thorn right in the skin 
of our patriarchal society. In its straightforward yet 
suggestive way it shows the male desire not to lose 
face and to try to emerge with honour intact. The 
sparring between the men just serves to emphasise 
this. Obviously, the woman ought to be able to have 
sex on the same terms. And here, as ever, Joanna 
Rytel manages to lay bare our conventionality.

“It’s hard to put one’s finger on what it is that 
provokes such reactions to what I do. My work takes 
various forms, but taking the liberty to do certain 
things that people recognise yet don’t really want to 

face up to, well, that’s probably what touches a nerve.”
Joanna’s raison d’être is to get people to question 

themselves, and provocation is her dearest – and often 
necessary – weapon. She came to many people’s 
attention when she and a friend from the feminist art 
group Unfucked Pussy hijacked the finals of Miss 
Sweden in 2001 by getting on the stage with banners 
about dirty old men and masturbation. And she has 
continued to confront the way society regards women’s 
bodies: Dirty Diaries was an attempt to reclaim power 
over sexuality based on women’s own terms.

“you need a statement like that to get people to 
understand that as a feminist you don’t have to hate 
pornography. Feminists have their sexuality too.”

In similar vein, Joanna, who is currently expecting 
her first child, is working on a screenplay with the 
working title Let the Right One Get Pregnant. The 
proposed film questions the whole notion of having, 
being able or not being able to have children. Male 
infertility is a sure-fire subject with which Joanna, 
given her track record, will be able to provoke a strong 
reaction from at least half the population.

   CHRISTINA HöGLUND

FACTS  
 JOANNA RYTEL 
Born: 1974 in warsaw.

Background: 
Moved to Sweden 
when she was seven, 
grew up in 
Gothenburg. Studied 
at the University of 
Gothenburg School 
of  Photography and 
Film and at konstfack in Stockholm. 
She has created an internet-based 
abortion cemetery, celebrated her 
“happy aborted babies’ birthday” in an 
installation, and staged a performance 
dressed as a sex worker.

Currently: Her short film Unplay is set 
to screen in Berlinale Shorts.

JoAnnA rytEl unplay

Feminism, porn and provocation
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Entertainment & distribution
Supplies and distributes film within all the 
different genres, from documentaries to 
feature films. We represent most of the 
major international and domestic studios. 

Digital distribution of film
We design unique channels, adapted to 
the specific needs from our clients. This is 
done through a protected distribution over 
the Internet to a specific box that screens 
its content according to a playlist. 

Educational film – pre-school
Distributes educational films suitable for 
the slightly younger children and kinder-
gartens.

Licence to screen films
We provide companies and organizations 
within the Non Theatrical market with a 
licence to screening films. 

Documentary & educational film
Distributes documentaries and educational 
material for high school and college. We 
provide pedagogical solutions in different 
areas with the purpose of simplifying and 
explaining.

In-job training and education
Producing, purchasing and providing films 
and e-learning in different areas mainly 
focusing on the business world.

Swedish Film AB, Box 6014, SE-171 06 Solna, Sweden. Phone: +46 8 445 25 50,
fax: +46 8 445 25 60. Contact us through www.swedishfilm.se or info@swedishfilm.se

Your long-term 
partner in film. 
Swedish Film represents most of the well-known film  

studios on the account of clients that uses film in the  

Non Theatrical area. Swedish Film is the market’s leading 

actor and have distributed film and licences to companies 

and organizations for more than 60 years. We’re 

working continuously with signing new 

collaboration partners and hereby we 

encourage you to contact us!

We market our products 
and concepts through the 
following trademarks:

SWE_3677_Annons_Swedish Film 220x290_Tryck.indd   1 2009-10-26   14.43
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NEWS

At the start of this year Suzanne 
Glansborg took up her post as the 
new film commissioner for features 
at the Swedish Film Institute. With 
30 years’ experience in the industry, 
many of them spent as a buyer of 
feature films for various TV chan-
nels, she has a wide contact 
network and an eye for a good 
screenplay, something she will no 
doubt benefit from in her new job.

”I’m really fond of reading scripts and 
seeing how the story is built up with its 
various characters,” says Suzanne 
Glansborg. ”It’s something of an 
exaggeration to say that good screen-
plays are lacking in Swedish film right 
now. Of those I’ve read in my new 
position so far, I can see there are 
plenty of good storytellers out there, 
and that gives me hope for a bright 
future,” she continues. 

Last year was one of the best for 
Swedish films, with awards raining down 
on Swedish directors and actors at 
festivals around the world. keeping up 
the momentum of that international 
success will obviously be one of her aims.

”Swedish films are regarded as exotic 
abroad. Of course, it’s fantastic that we’ve 
received such acclaim for our films, made 
on what in international terms are fairly 
modest budgets. I’d be delighted to see 
more stories that are slightly off-the-
wall.”
What else would you like to see as a 
film commissioner?

“I’d like to see a more dynamic industry 
with more women both behind and in 
front of the camera. It’s also important to 
have a broad repertoire of well-crafted 
dramas and smart comedies. But I’d also 
like to see more dance and music on the 
screen, and more gripping action movies, 
too.”

 PAOLA LANGDAL

lArS G lIndStrÖM neW film commiSSioner

SuzAnnE GlAnSborG neW film commiSSioner  

Having taken up the post of film 
commissioner for features last 
autumn, he’s hoping to instill more 
boldness into the Swedish film indus-
try. What’s needed, in Lars G Lind-
ström’s view, is a mixture of mass 
appeal productions and more artistic 
projects, giving the latter a chance to 
find their audience.

“In recent years Swedish film has 
received a real boost,” he says, referring 

to the new generation of filmmakers who 
have shot to prominence both in Sweden 
and internationally. 

“There’s a new generation of filmmak-
ers centred on production companies like 
Sankt Paul, Fasad and Plattform, who 
have made a profile for themselves sure 
in the knowledge of the type of films they 
want to make. That’s a trend I’m hoping to 
encourage and develop.”

Lindström’s many years as a producer 
at Stockholm’s Stadsteater, where he 
was a founding member and the artistic 
director of the Backstage venue, gave 
him a wealth of experience. His most 
recent position was with Nordisk Film 
Productions Sverige, where he produced 
Daniél Espinosa’s Babylon Disease and 
Åke Sandgren’s award winning To Love 
Someone.

“I’ve spent a lot of time pinning down 
ideas, something I think will serve me well 
in my new job as film commissioner. But 
unfortunately the Swedish Film Institute 
still has limited resources where Swedish 
films are concerned, so there’s a need to 
be extra painstaking, sensitive to what 
applicants want to do with their projects. 
we need to distribute funding to create a 
repertoire that includes mass-appeal 
films as well as more artistic projects, nev-
er forgetting the quality aspects.”
What’s the current standing of 
Swedish film, in your opinion?

“Good. The best film of last year in my 
view was The Girl (Flickan) by Fredrik 
Edfeldt and karin Arrhenius. A fantasti-
cally well-crafted production where the 
screenplay, direction, cinematography, 
editing and design all come together to 
allow a rather delicate, character-driven 
drama to evolve. And it’s also very 
pleasing to see the success of the 
Millennium films both at home and 
abroad, something we haven’t really 
experienced before.”

  PAOLA LANGDAL 

“I’d like to 
see a more 
dynamic 
 industry with 
more women 
both behind 
and in front 
of the 
 camera”

“Swedish film 
has received a 
real boost”

Flying the flag for Swedish film 
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bittersweet youth
After the much celebrated short film Elixir Babak Najafi’s debut feature about 15-year-old 
Sebbe gives the audience an insight in a rarely touched subject in Swedish film: the life of the 
very poor. Sebbe will compete at the Berlin Film Festival in the section Generation 14plus.  
wORDS HyNEk PALLAS PHOTO SANDRA qvIST

BABAK NAJAFI SEBBE FEATURE Production information, page 56.
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In 1972 the US government had the apartment 
blocks of Pruitt-Igoe in St Louis blown up and 
razed to the ground. Riddled with poverty and 

crime, they had become a symbol of segregation.
Whether it’s actually Pruitt-Igoe that’s tumbling 

down in a flickering sequence from Babak Najafi’s 
feature film debut Sebbe isn’t clear, but the implica-
tions, as the main character watches the video clip 
on his computer, are just the same.

Based on an original screenplay by Najafi himself, 
Sebbe is about poverty in an otherwise affluent soci-
ety, manifested in an anonymous suburban apart-
ment complex. 15-year-old Sebbe lives alone with his 
mother, Eva. Bullied at school, he often plays truant, 
and is happiest in his own world fixing various gad-
gets. Eva has a job delivering newspapers, but turns 
up late for work because she’d rather be drinking 
beer. The film shows the class divide in the area: 

17



FACTS  
BABAK NAJAFI
Born: 1975 in Iran, but grew up in 
 Uppsala, Sweden. 

Background: Between 1998 and 
2002 he studied Film Directing at 
Stockholm’s Dramatiska Institutet. He 
has made several films, among them 
 Pablo’s Birthday (Pablos födelsedag, 
short, 2001) and  Elixir (short, 2004).

Currently: His first feature film  Sebbe 
will compete at the Berlin Film Festival 
in Generation 14plus.

BABAK NAJAFI 
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 unlike her neighbours, Eva can’t even afford a birth-
day present for her son.

Babak Najafi has already touched on class issues 
in his short film Elixir, in which the immigrants of 
the suburbs are a contrasting underclass to the 
Swedes of the city itself. 

“One of the premises for Sebbe was to make a film 
about a social group we never see in Swedish 
 feature films, the very poor. And that’s down to 
 settings. Swedish films are always set in middle or 
upper class environments,” says Najafi.

“Depictions of the suburbs are almost always 
about criminality. You have to ask yourself what the 
people in the 90s who made films in the suburbs 
found so exciting. They milked the cow then moved 
on. But the cow is still there.”

The suburbs we see in Sebbe are different from 
those that permeated Swedish films a decade ago. 
Back then they featured immigrants who were 
 exotic or dangerous. By contrast, this place is more 
reminiscent of Andrea Arnold’s modern kitchen 
sink realism, with magical elements that give it a 
soul – regardless of how gloomy it gets.

Through isolated shots of the buildings them-
selves, the concrete passageways between them 
and shabby communal laundry facilities, Najafi 
adds character to his setting. You understand why 
the 15-year-old thinks the place itself is oppressive, 
and why he dreams of knocking the whole damned 
lot down.  

“No bastard wants to live in buildings like that 
really,” says Najafi when I ask him about the blown-
up apartment blocks and how they fit into his film.

Another premise was not to make a film, in 
 Najafi’s own words, “about Mustafa or Ahmed” – 
because of the expectations people have of a 
 Swedish director with a foreign background.

“After Elixir a lot of projects landed in my lap – all 
of them about immigrants – none of which I wanted 
to take on. And when I said no it was as if I was 
 being ungrateful.”

Not basing the film in something autobiographical 
like immigration was also a question of his change 
of perspective in the project. 

“To begin with Sebbe was going to be about a 
character with a Chilean background, but then 
 people would have regarded it as a film about 
“them”, rather than as a story.” 

And by “people” Najafi doesn’t mean those who 
read the arts pages in the newspapers or go to art 
house cinemas. “I wanted to reach out to the people 
who read young people’s magazines. I didn’t want 
them to see the film and say ‘this is a film about 

them, not about me.’ Sebbe and Eva are Swedes, 
and it’s important that they look Swedish, and 
 convincingly so.”

Mindful of this, he set about casting unknown 
faces for his central characters . Eva is played by 
Eva Melander, an actress with a background in the 
theatre. Sebbe – played by “Sebbe” (Sebastian) Hi-
ort af Ornäs – is a 17 year-old chosen by Najafi from 
a regular upper secondary school, where he also 
went to study how young people talk and move. “It’s 
quite some time since I was young,” he explains.

The relaTionship beTween mother and son is 
central to the film – painting what, for a Swedish 
film, is an unusually harsh portrait of the mother, 
interspersed and made more complicated by 
 moments of tenderness.

“It’s usually fathers who are the mean ones in 
films,” says Najafi, explaining that the story is none-
theless one of general appeal.

“Most people have experienced a separation, and 
I think they can identify with those feelings regard-
less of who is involved.”

With Sebbe Najafi says he wanted to make an 
 anti-intellectual film, in the sense that it’s not one 
of those dramas you need to analyse too deeply. He 
cites two of his favourite directors, Fatih Akin and 
Alejandro González Iñárritu.

“They’re somewhere in the middle: their films 
are not too heavy, the intellectual side doesn’t kill 
thoughts and feelings, but neither are they over- 
eager to please the masses. Basically, a film should 
be like a good song – an emotional journey where 
you don’t know where you’re going to end up.” 

“One of the 
premises for 
Sebbe was to 
make a film 
about a 
 social group 
we never see 
in Swedish 
feature films, 
the very 
poor”
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Their head office has been in Stockholm since 
they first opened in 1981, but it’s on the inter-
national stage that FilmTecknarna have 

made their name and been most active. With com-
mercials for the likes of Hummer, BMW and Bod-
dingtons and music videos for U2 and Madonna, 
their visual style has become world famous. A year 
ago they opened an office in New York as part of 
their strategy to gain a stronger foothold on the US 
market. And now they want to expand even more: 
with their new subsidiary FilmTecknarna Fiction 
they’re hoping to strengthen their position in film-
making still further.

“We were a bunch of inspired amateurs who 
started FilmTecknarna with the dream of making 
films,” says CEO Lars Ohlson about the reasons why 
he,  Jonas Odell and Stig Bergqvist founded the com-
pany almost thirty years ago “To finance our proj-
ects we made commercials, and they virtually took 
over, but now we want to broadcast the fact that we 
have another string to our bow.”

wiTh The creaTive talents of Jonas Odell spurring 
them on, FilmTecknarna have produced a number 
of highly-acclaimed short films alongside their com-
mercials and music videos. Odell is behind a num-
ber of successful shorts, such as Never Like the First 
Time! (Aldrig som första gången!), winner of the 
 Golden Bear at the 2006 Berlin Film Festival. And 
with FilmTecknarna Fiction they’re hoping that 
more will follow.
Why is it important to have a separate film 

company? 

“Regardless of whether we’ve made fictional 
films, commercials or music videos, we’ve always 
aimed at telling a story in a visually arresting way. 

But previously we’ve felt as if the various parts of 
the company have fused together. FilmTecknarna 
 Fiction will help to keep the film part separate,” 
says Lars Ohlson.

The first short out of the new company’s blocks is 
Jonas Odell’s Tussilago, which will be competing at 
this year’s Berlin Film Festival. And the company is 
also involved in producing the Who (Vem) films, 
based on the popular eponymous children’s books 
by Swedish illustrator Stina Wirsén and directed by 
Jessica Laurén.

producer aT The new outfit is Linda Hambäck, 
previously with the parent company, who asserts 
that Odell’s film is just the beginning of their new 
wave of productions: 

“I’m so looking forward to seeing where this 
takes us. Filmtecknarna have a lot of talented direc-
tors under contract who want to make films, so our 
aim is to produce shorts and television series on an 
ongoing basis, then eventually to look at full length 
features,” she says.
Will they be animated films, or what are you plans? 

“For some time now we’ve been mixing live and 
animations in our productions. Our goal is to 
 continue making shorts with an emphasis on 
 creativity, but the story itself will ultimately decide 
the format we use,” she concludes. 

Animations  
to the next level
It’s almost three decades since the production company FilmTecknarna started 
making commercials, music videos and award-winning short films. First out of their 
new label FilmTecknarna Fiction is Jonas Odell’s Tussilago, in competition at this 
year’s Berlin Film Festival. wORDS PAOLA LANGDAL PHOTO JOHAN BERGMARk

FILMTECKNARNA

“We’ve always aimed 
at telling a story in a 
 visually arresting 
way”
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Lies.

Never Like the First Time!

Take me out by Franz Ferdinand.

Windows in the Skies by U2.



FACTS  
FILMTECKNARNA 
FilmTecknarna, based in Stockholm 
and new York, is a storytelling and 
design-based production company 
known for its groundbreaking work 
 using live action, 2D and 3D 
animation.

The company was created by Lars 
ohlson, Jonas odell, and Stig 
Bergqvist in 1981. 

They have made several international 
advertising campaigns for companies 
like Absolut, BMW, Boddingtons, 
McDonalds, Hummer and Southern 
Comfort. They have also made music 
videos for Madonna (Music), Franz 
Ferdinand (Take me out) and U2 
(Windows in the Skies) and several 
short films, including the award- 
winning Lies, directed by Jonas odell.

In 2009 FilmTecknarna started 
FilmTecknarna Fiction, which is 
focused on developing and producing 
TV series and fictional films.

Founders of FilmTecknarna 
 Jonas Odell and Lars Ohlson 
and film producer Linda 
Hambäck.
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The wave of terrorism in 1970s West Germany is 
the theme of Jonas Odell’s new animated short, 
Tussilago. Odell, who has previously won both a 
Golden Bear and a Swedish Guldbagge for his ani-
mated documentaries Never Like the First Time! 
(Aldrig som första gången!) and Lies (Lögner) has 
once again chosen a documentary format to get to 
the heart of his subject matter.

Tussilago is based on the true story of a Swedish 
woman who entered into a relationship with the 
West German terrorist Norbert Kröcher in the mid 
70s. But Odell is reluctant to describe his films as 
documentaries. 

“I’m not a documentary film maker by trade, and 
I’m not sure what can be called a documentary. All 
I’ve wanted to do is select powerful stories that I 
think are worth telling. The animated format lets 
me package a story that would otherwise be diffi-
cult to bring into the open.”

The film is based on interviews with the Swedish 
woman, whose fascinating yet rather everyday 
 accounts of her relationship with Kröcher are 
 illustrated by Odell’s highly personal animations.

“In films and art the Red Army Fraction and  other 

German terror groups are often given some sort of 
mythical status, regardless of whether they’re por-
trayed as romantic rebels or cold-blooded murder-
ers. I’m not interested in that approach. My ambi-
tion hasn’t been to tell a grandiose story, but a small 
one instead.”
Much of your work has been with commercials and 

music videos. How do you find working in those 

formats?

“I like making music videos because I like playing 
a part in the codes of popular culture: it makes for 
an interesting art form. Commercials are basically 
just a job, but the advantage they have is that you 
can make them quickly and still experiment with 
new means of expression.” 

PER NySTRöM

FACTS  
JONAS ODELL 
Born: 1962.

Background:  
Odell has 
made a 
number of 
internationally-
acclaimed 
shorts, music 
videos and 
commercials. Of his short films, Never 
Like the First Time! (Aldrig som första 
gången!) won a Golden Bear in Berlin 
in 2006, and Lies (Lögner) won a Guld-
bagge and the Jury Prize for 
International Short Filmmaking at 
Sundance 2009. Among the artists for 
whom Odell has made videos are U2, 
Erasure and Franz Ferdinand.

Currently: His short, Tussilago, is set 
to compete at the Berlin Film Festival. 

JonAS odEll

Telling small stories

“The animated format 
lets me package a story 
that would  otherwise  
be difficult to bring into 
the open”
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sTina wirsén is the creator of a series of hugely 
popular children books that show small children 
how to get along together. The books (Who’s An-
gry?, Who’s Pretty?, etc.) so captured the imagina-
tion of animator and director Jessica Tessan Laurén 
that she contacted Wirsén with a view to working 
together. 

“I’ve always loved the humorous yet serious un-
dertone of her books. When I was on the lookout for 
a new project, I knew this was something I simply 
had to do,” says the director.

Having worked as an illustrator and author of 
children’s books for twenty years, Stina Wirsén had 
received similar requests before, but had always 
said no. So it was with a mixture of anticipation and 
trepidation that she finally allowed her Who? books 
to transfer to the screen.

“I wrote the books together with my son when he 
was starting out at nursery. That’s where I came 

into contact with a whole heap of youngsters who 
gave me inspiration for the stories,” says Wirsén.

”The readers are so young, and recognition is so 
important at that age. I felt that the characters 
would be suitable for animation, but I wanted the 
films to be as close to the books as possible.”

sTina wirsén describes working on the films as 
highly educational. She was used to working en-
tirely by herself in her studio in Stockholm. Now 
she would have to cooperate and compromise.

“I must confess it was hard to hand over control 
at first,” she says with a smile. “But as a piece of 
teamwork everything has been fantastic. Jessica 
made sketches from the screenplay that I filled in at 
their offices with specific details. Then everything 
was drawn by hand and fed into the computer by 
the incredibly talented animators Dockhus in Troll-
hättan.” 

Both Stina Wirsén and Jessica Laurén are 
 delighted with the resulting films, which are due to 
screen at the Göteborg Film Festival and on pub-
caster Sveriges Television this spring. 

“I hope the Who? films will be just as popular as 
the books. They certainly deserve it,” Jessica Lau-
rén concludes. 

PAOLA LANGDAL

FACTS STINA WIRSéN 
Born: 1968 in 
Stockholm.

Author of 
children’s 
books and 
illustrator at 
Sweden’s 
leading daily 
newspaper, 
Dagens Nyheter. Her popular series of 
books, Who?, have now become 
animated films to which she has 
contributed the screenplays and 
designs. 

JESSICA TESSAN 
LAURéN 
Born: 1967.

Has worked as 
a director and 
animator of 
short films for 
FilmTecknarna 
and other com-
panies since 
1994. Her 
most recent 
project as a director is the Who? films, 
currently scheduled to be broadcast by 
pubcaster Sveriges Television.

StInA wIrSén • JESSIcA tESSAn lAurén

Popular children’s  
books hit the big screen

“The readers are so 
young, and recog
nition is so important 
at that age”
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AGNIESzKA LUKASIAK BETwEEN TwO FIRES FEATURE Production information, page 50.
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Kiruna, Sweden’s most northerly city, lies 
some way north of the Arctic Circle, with 
the Midnight Sun in the summer and the 

Northern Lights gracing its winters. With only 
18,000 inhabitants, it has an air of cold desolation, 
surrounded by endless expanses of snow and moun-
tains. Fleeing their native Belarus, it’s here that 
Marta and her daughter end up. Behind her are Ma-
fiosi with paedophile intent, ahead lie difficult 
choices, and her hopes of a better life are put to the 
test when she finds herself equally under threat in 
Sweden as in the country she has left behind. 
 Between Two Fires, the feature debut by documen-
tary filmmaker Agnieszka Lukasiak, is a dark and 
gripping drama which mixes elements of thriller 
and romance. 

herself a poliTical refugee who came to Sweden 
from Poland with her parents in the 1980s, Agnieszka 
Lukasiak’s previous films have been the highly up-
close and personal documentaries Algeria: The 
Nameless War and Forgotten (Bortglömda). She had 
initially planned a documentary as her next film, 
but that wasn’t to be:

“Before we shot Forgotten I went to a refugee cen-
tre in Sweden to do some research for my next 
project. I met a woman there from Kazakhstan who 
told me how she had fled with her daughter, and 
having been a refugee myself, I was very taken by 
her situation.” 

Agnieszka Lukasiak visited the woman several 
times, then in the meantime got involved with For-
gotten in Poland. When she got back, the woman 
had been deported. She decided to make a feature 

In the wake of two personal documentaries, Agnieszka Lukasiak is moving 
over to features, marking her debut with the dark and powerful drama  
Between Two Fires. And her choice of location – north of the Arctic  
Circle – serves to heighten the  vulnerability of the film’s main character.  
wORDS HENRIk EMILSON PHOTO JOHAN BERGMARk

between a rock  
and a hard place

film based on the woman’s experiences instead. 
“Sometimes a feature can be more real than a 

documentary. To start with, there are so many 
things you can’t show in a documentary, things that 
have already happened that people can only talk 
about. They’ve already managed to filter things out 
of their memories. And secondly, you rarely get to 
see those incredibly private moments in a 

“Loneliness is a big problem 
in Sweden: people often face 
their problems entirely by 
themselves”
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 documentary. If something dramatic or private 
 happens, you don’t exactly get your camera out and 
start filming.”

Hardly surprisingly, Agnieszka Lukasiak wanted 
to be a theatre director as a child: her father was a 
director, and she had virtually grown up behind the 
stage in various theatres. But when she got to Swe-
den she was too young to study directing. The only 
school that took students under the age of 18 was 
the Lodz film school in Poland, where  Roman 
 Polanski, Andrzej Wajda and Krzysztof Kieslowski 
had studied. The school also offered training in 
 theatre directing, but during the five years of the 
course, film came to dominate her studies. First 
 documentary filmmaking, then features, something 
she fully intends to continue with going forward.

“Yes, I love feature films. Making films has be-
come a bit of an obsession, something I dream of all 
the time. Documentaries are more problematic in 
every way. They’re also emotionally difficult: some-
times it feels as if you’re exploiting people, because 
you want to show something that they would pre-
fer to hide. And they themselves rarely get much 
out of being in the film. They don’t get paid. So you 
have to give so much of yourself to get them in-
volved. If I had the offer of making one documenta-
ry a year, I wouldn’t be able to cope on an emotional 
level, because it takes so long to wind down after-
wards.”

making feaTures, in her view, is nothing but fun: 
everyone’s read the script, and everyone gets paid. 
And even though filming Between Two Fires was 
tough, especially for Magda Poplawska, who plays 
the lead and features in 126 scenes, everyone was 
pleased with the final result. 

“She’s seen it seven times. But we were under 
 intense time restrictions, with no time for extra 
coverage. I had to edit scenes in my head during the 
shoot, and of everything we filmed, only six takes 

didn’t make it to the final cut. Lots of the scenes 
were pretty tough emotionally, too.”

living in a small city in winter in the middle of no-
where only added to the challenge. But Kiruna was 
a crucial choice, explains Lukasiak, who is now 
based in London, having lived in several countries 
apart from Poland and Sweden. 

“Loneliness is a big problem in Sweden: people 
often face their problems entirely by themselves. 
So Sweden really lends itself to internal drama of 
the kind my film depicts. And Kiruna is like Sweden 
times ten, even more extreme and desolate. I did 
have an offer to shoot the film in England, which 
would actually have worked because problems like 
Marta’s are everywhere. But I wouldn’t have got 
this environment which makes everything so much 
worse. It’s like a reflection of the inner world she in-
habits. She’s all alone in this vast whiteness, it’s 
just awful”, concludes Agnieszka Lukasiak with a 
burst of wry laughter. 

FACTS AGNIESzKA 
LUKASIAK 
Born: 1977 in Poland, came to 
 Sweden as a political refugee in 1984.

Studied at Dramatiska Institutet in 
Stockholm and the National Pol-
ish Film School in Lodz. Her docu-
mentary Algeria – The Nameless War 
was  selected for competition at IDFA 
2002.

Currently: In the news with her debut 
feature Between Two Fires.

“I had to edit scenes 
in my head during 
the shoot”

AGNIESzKA LUKASIAK 
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FACTS JENIFER 
MALMQVIST 
Born: 1973 in 
 Göteborg 
Background:  After 
directing amateur 
theatre, Malmqvist 
studied filmmaking in 
Sweden and Poland. 
She has written and directed several 
award-winning shorts, including  Angel 
Schmangel (Ängel Bängel, 2003) and 
Peace Talk (I fred, 2004), which was 
 selected for the Sundance Film  Festival 
in 2007. In 2009 she was awarded the 
Bo widerberg Scholarship. 
Currently: In competition at 
 Sundance with Birthday (Födelsedag).

In 2007 Malmqvist received an unexpected call. 
Without her knowledge, her father had sent 
Peace Talk (I fred) to Sundance. And it had been 

accepted.
”I was in the changing room after a hard session 

at the gym when he called. There I was, stark na-
ked, jumping up and down and shrieking. The other 
women there just stared at me. What a scene...!” 

This January she was back at Park City. Birthday, 
her graduation film from the Lodz Film School, 
 centres on two women starting a family. When one 
of them reveals a secret, a war in miniature breaks 
out. Everything is played out in a barren, sugges-
tive landscape reminiscent of Andrei Zvyagintsev’s 
The Return (2003). Yet that’s where the similarities 

end – Malmqvist uses a rather  special, almost 
 surrealistic humour – without losing the sense of 
closeness to the film’s characters or distancing 
herself from the realistic basis of her material.
How did you get the idea for the film?

“First of all I wrote a parallel story with the same 
characters in two different time periods. The pres-
ent-day scenes contained a kind of moral conflict 
that interested me. I’ve thought a lot about what 
people think is natural and unnatural, and how 
 attitudes change through history. What does ‘natu-
ral’ actually mean? Nothing’s really natural, just 
culturally acceptable. You don’t notice this in the 
film, apart from the fact that I knew I wanted a 
pared-down landscape that would make a strong 
impression.” 

Many happy returns
Not everyone can boast that they’ve competed at Sundance. But Jenifer Malmqvist  
certainly can. Birthday (Födelsedag) is her second short at the festival in just three years.  
wORDS ELIN LARSSON

JENIFER MALMQVIST BIRTHDAy SHORT 
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With its panoramic windows facing the 
street, their office is in Stockholm’s 
trendy Södermalm. On the wall is a large 

reproduction of an oil painting: a young man, his 
thick hair parted to one side, a rope around his 
shoulders and leaning on an ice pick, looks up to 
the heavens. It’s a portrait of Sir Edmund Hillary, 
the climber who one day in 1953 was the first per-
son to scale Mount Everest. Many adventurers be-
fore him had tried and perished in the attempt.

The wastes of the extreme north west of America 
are not quite so treacherous, but the characters in 
This is Alaska, dressed like mountaineers in their fur-
collared anoraks, are also in search of adventure. 
Mostly shot in the Swedish ski resort of Åre, the film 
formed part of a dance performance at the Göteborg 
Opera choreographed by Heilborn. But it stands up 
remarkably well as a work in its own right.

“This is Alaska was fun and quick to make. It 
wasn’t meticulously planned, but a lot of people like 
it”, says Nilsson. “Now it’s screening in  Rotterdam 
and competing in Clermont-Ferrand. Oops! Some-

Filmmakers Gunilla Heilborn and Mårten Nilsson have been working together for a long time. 
Best known for their award-winning What You Do (Hur man gör), a charming look at how to 
make a film, the couple’s latest short, This Is Alaska, is in competition at Clermont-Ferrand.  
wORDS JONAS HOLMBERG PHOTO MARkUS EDIN

northern exposure

times things are best when you don’t think about 
them too much.”

For someone who makes such seemingly precise 
and intellectually demanding films, Mårten Nilsson 
is unexpectedly fond of expressions like “oops”. 
 Gunilla Heilborn says that his bad memory is actu-
ally an asset. In fact, he likes to work spontaneous-
ly and quickly, without too much reflection. When 
he appears surprised that This is Alaska has been 
interpreted politically, despite its quotations from 
John Stuart Mill, Heilborn intercedes: “Well, of 
course there’s a political dimension. This Is Alaska 
pokes fun at the naive liberal view that everything 
will work out as long as everyone’s allowed to do 
what they want.” 

The characTers in This Is Alaska call themselves 
extreme individualists. Tired of society, they have 
sought to get as far away from it all as possible. Yet 
they still form a society that meets in a log cabin to 
discuss various threats against individualism.

This is not the first film by the couple that explores 
the tensions between the individual and the group. 
“It began with The Lodge (Sportstugan, 2005), with 
its dig at reality television such as The Farm”, says 
 Heilborn. “Relationships between two people can be 
rather dull. Groups open up those relationships.”

Heilborn and Nilsson themselves work in a 
group, often using the same actors in their films. 
“It’s more supportive when you know each other,” 
says Heilborn. “But occasionally we have to take in 
new people; otherwise the group might get too 
claustrophobic.” 

Neither do they want their films to be shut-in. All 
kind of things are allowed to happen. “I don’t like 
being too prescriptive”, says Heilborn, a theme 
echoed by Nilsson: “When you ignore the rule book 
that insists that because it’s winter in one scene, it 
has to be winter in the next, things start to open up. 
It’s more fun, too.” 

Gunilla Heilborn • Mårten nilsson THIS IS ALASkA SHORT
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FACTS  
MÅRTEN NILSSON
Born: 1962.

Background: Has directed a con-
siderable number of shorts since his 
debut Alexander (1988). His 2007 
film What You Do (Hur man gör), co-
directed with Heilborn, won a Guld-
bagge award for Best Short Film. He 
also works as cameraman, and was 
responsible to the cinematography in 
the youth drama Night Bus 807 (Natt-
bus 807).  
Currently: This Is Alaska, which won 
the award for best Swedish short at 
the Uppsala Short Film Festival 2009, 
is in the  competition at Clermont- 
Ferrand.

GUNILLA HEILBORN
Born: 1964. 
Background: Works as a director of 
short films and a choreographer,  often 
in-house at Stockholm’s Dansens 
Hus. Has been co-directing shorts 
with Mårten nilsson since 2000.

Currently: This Is Alaska, and as 
the choreographer of a production 
by Jenny Andreasson at the royal 
 Dramatic Theatre in Stockholm.
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“Hey man, how you doin’?”
Josef Fares enters the room and 

gives Daniél  Espinosa a bear-hug. It’s 
the first time that these two young men, both 
 established directors, have sat down to be inter-
viewed together. Good friends, it’s also the first 
time that they both have films on release at the 
same time.  Espinosa with his take on the best- 
selling Swedish novel Easy Money, widely expected 
to give this 32-year-old a major boost in his career. 
And his exact contemporary, Fares is hitting the 
screens with his comedy Balls, in which his own fa-
ther, Jan Fares, plays one of the leads.

When the two of them discuss films together, it 
turns into an open-hearted conversation about 

 similarities, experiences and aspirations. And why 
it is that they always lend each other a hand on the 
set.
When did you two meet?

espinosa: I remember someone telling me ‘There’s 
an immigrant who’s been accepted on the course at 
Dramatiska Institutet, you two should be friends!’ 
Josef had already gained an amazing amount of 
 experience by then, with all the films he’d made. So 
when we talked about directing, I had to try hard to 
keep up with him. 
fares: Ha ha, I could hardly express myself back 
then. It’s better now, but I still find it hard to express 
my thoughts. We’ve always been quite different, 
both as people and filmmakers. That’s what’s 

Directors Josef Fares and Daniél Espinosa are two friends who 
can hardly resist getting involved in each other’s work. This spring, 
Espinosa is enjoying local box-office success with Easy Money 
(Snabba cash) and Fares with Balls (Farsan). And vice-versa, in  
one way and another. wORDS ANDERS DAHLBOM PHOTO JOHAN BERGMARk

IT  
TAKES  

TWO

Josef fares • Daniél espinosa Balls • Easy MonEy  
FEATURE  Production information, page 49 and 52.
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 exciting. Look at our films. They’re like night and 
day. But we both have a personal style. If you see 
five minutes of one of our films, you’ll recognise it. 
And that’s good.
What are those differences?

espinosa: I always feel a little more boring than Jo-
sef.
fares: And I always feel a little more stupid, always 
laughing everything off. A little less serious. I do all 
kinds of shit. One of Daniél’s strengths is his ability 
to create such good drama. He’s very good at seeing 
people both on an emotional and a professional lev-
el. I haven’t seen a single frame where the acting 
hasn’t been good. And that’s impressive.
espinosa: Josef has this amazing, natural visual 
ability. In Denmark they say you should reduce the 
distance between the heart and the hand, between 
your ambition and your craft. In Josef, they’re al-
ready close together.
fares: He always gives me so many compliments. 
Hey, we should move in together, man!
It’s unusual for two directors to help each other as 

much as you do, lending a hand on the set.

espinosa: It just felt right. I’d never be able to make 
a comedy like Kops, but I’ve never learnt so much as 
when I was on that shoot watching Josef’s skills 
and invention as a craftsman. Regardless of  whether 
you make dramas or comedies, those are the skills 
you need to cultivate.
Josef, you worked as the second unit on Easy 

Money?

fares: I was there in the major action scenes, tak-
ing shots for editing. I could never go onto one of 
Daniél’s sets and say “What the hell are you doing?” 
But I could take him to one side and say “Have you 
thought of such and such…?”
espinosa: And that’s why Josef’s there. Not  because 
he’s the world’s best cameraman….
fares: Ha!
espinosa: ...but I like to have a friend there to con-
sult. During the filming of Leo I was the script assis-
tant. Not because I was good at it, but so that Josef 

“We both have a personal 
style. If you see five minutes 
of one of our films, you’ll 
 recognise it. And that’s good”
 JOSEF FARES

“People experiment 
their way to the 
 directors they want 
to become, and that’s 
the best climate  
of all” DANIéL ESPINOSA

could check things with me occasionally.
Daniél, does it feel odd to be making the film of a 

book that hundreds of thousands of Swedes have 

read?

espinosa: I haven’t really been bothered by it. If 
you are, you might as well give up before you start. 
On the other had, it’s always pretty nerve-racking 
making any film.
Always?

espinosa: After my first film it was such a shock 
when everyone suddenly started coming up to me 
and expressing their opinions. What have I done to 
make you think that of me? But you just have to 
drop it. In that way it was good having Josef as a 
friend, because he’d been through it all before.
fares: Even if you say you don’t care it’s really hard 
not to let it get to you. With Balls, I hope I won’t care 
what the critics think. But if they slate it, I’ll be an-
gry and disappointed. My films have gone down 
well both internationally and in Sweden, but it’s 
good that I haven’t made my best films yet. A lot of 
people thought Jalla! Jalla! was charming, but to be 
honest, I haven’t made any masterpieces. I’m not 
putting myself down, the films I’ve made are good, 
but hardly The Godfather or La Haine.
Are there any similarities between Balls and Easy 

Money?

fares: In both films the characters in the screen-
play have been adapted to suit the actors playing 
the parts. Often it’s the other way round.
espinosa: That’s one of the few points where we’re 
the same.
fares: In comedy it’s very important to take in gen-
uine material that people can bring to the part. 
Take my dad, you can’t write a script for him. It’s al-
most the same thing with Gago Mrsic, who plays a 
fantastic part in Easy Money. There’s a genuine 
quality there.
Do you feel there’s a better climate for filmmaking in 

Sweden than when you started out ten years ago? 

fares: Lukas Moodysson’s Show Me Love (Fucking 

Josef fares • Daniél espinosa 
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Dragomir Mrsic (top), Joel 
Kinnaman and Lisa Henni 
(right) in Easy Money.
Jan Fares (left) in Balls.
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Åmål, 1998) pointed the way for a new generation of 
filmmakers in the noughties. The title itself pointed 
the way. Let’s dump the past and get on with some-
thing new. I think there’s more of a will, more of an 
attitude that makes people dare to tell more nowa-
days than ten years ago.
espinosa: Back then there were lots of directors in 

their sixties who were still active. They’ve disap-
peared. It’s only now that the vacuum they left be-
hind has been filled with new voices which are still 
not fully formulated. People experiment their way 
to the directors they want to become, and that’s the 
best climate of all. It means there’s no given truth. 
It’s in periods like this that things happen. .
fares: I thought of something the other day. If Daniél 
and I were footballers, we’d be about 13 years old. 
Because in this profession, we’re still young! It feels 
as if we’ve just started warming up and stretching 
our legs. We’ve had some success, but we haven’t 
turned pro yet, or won the Champions League. 

“If Daniél and I were footballers, 
we’d be about 13 years old. Because 
in this profession, we’re still young”

FACTS 
DANIéL ESPINOSA
Born: 1977 in Stockholm.

Background: Studied at The 
 National Film School of Denmark 
in Copenhagen. His films include 
 Babylon Disease (Babylonsjukan, 
2004) and Outside Love (2007).

Currently: Easy Money (Snabba 
cash), based on a well-known Swedish 
crime novel by Jens Lapidus.

JOSEF FARES 
Born: 1977 in Lebanon, but grew up 
in Sweden.

Background: Aged just 20 he stud-
ied directing at Stockholm’s Dramatis-
ka Institutet and made his feature film 
debut with Jalla! Jalla! in 2000. This 
was followed by Kops (Kopps, 2003) 
and the internationally acclaimed films 
Zozo (2005) and Leo (2007).

Currently: Balls  (Farsan, 2010). 
 Second unit director on Daniél 
 Espinosa’s Easy Money.

Josef fares • Daniél espinosa 
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Angels, do they exist?
Well, they do in films, at least. In Johan 

Brisinger’s Among Us, a French speaking, 
middle-aged angel turns up to help a couple in their 
hour of need.

“When I first read the screenplay it seemed like a 
mixture of Woody Allen and Wim Wender’s Wings 
of Desire”, says Michael Nyqvist, who plays the lead, 

Guardian angel
Among Us (Änglavakt) reunites director Johan Brisinger and actor Michael Nyqvist in  
a bittersweet story of a boy in a coma whose parents find a little supernatural support.  
wORDS By GUNNAR REHLIN

internationally recognized as the lead in the Mille-
nium-trilogy.

In the film he and Izabella Scorupco (GoldenEye, 
Vertical Limit) play a couple whose son is in a coma 
following a serious accident. The wife refuses to 
give up hope that he’ll survive, the husband is less 
certain. Then a stranger, played by veteran Turk-
ish-French actor Tchéky Karyo, gets in touch with 

JoHan brisinGer • MicHael nyqvist AMONG US FEATURE Production information, page 48.
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them. Who is he, and where does he come from? An 
angel? To many, it may seem rather new age, to 
which Brisinger responds:

“It wasn’t intentionally so. I felt a need to push 
myself to the limit, to be bold, to let go of my inhibi-
tions. People should be allowed to express them-
selves, and audiences don’t go to the cinema to see 
everyday events. As soon as they come across  social 
realism they think: ‘well, that’s not very convinc-
ing.’ I wanted to follow a certain escapist tradition, 
Hans Christian Andersen, Charles Dickens and the 
like. I started off by writing the heading: ‘A Modern 
Fairytale’. You have to take risks. 

I don’t care about people who think you can’t do 
that kind of stuff. You’re your own worst enemy if 
you shy away. But I was actually quite surprised 
when I got so many positive reactions from people 
who read the drafts, comments like: ‘unusual, nice 
to see someone sticking their neck out.’“

and michael nyqvisT isn’t one to shy away from 
the supernatural, either.

“I’m not remotely bothered. People die, and 
there’s a kind of no man’s land between life and 
death. What does bother me, on the other hand, is 
superstition. I think it’s quite dangerous, and I’m 
not a fan of new age. But I do think we’re lacking a 
spiritual dimension, and it’s sad to see celebrity cul-
ture taking over from thoughts about life and death. 
We’re becoming one-dimensional, where the only 
things that matter are what you can buy or the rub-
bish you watch on television at the weekends. It’s a 
worrying trend to see diversity given over to bland-
ness.”

unlike Wings of Desire or Lukas Moodyson’s Lilya 
4-Ever, Brisinger’s angel doesn’t have wings:

“There were wings in the screenplay, but they 
disappeared before we started filming. And not us-
ing any special effects was something I learnt from 
Wenders. I saw the extra material on the DVD for 
Wings of Desire, which showed how naff it could be 
if the effects weren’t spot on. So I decided, for exam-
ple, never to show how the angel walked through 
walls. I suggested it from the editing instead.” 

“I do think we’re lacking a spiritual dimension, 
and it’s sad to see celebrity culture taking 
over from thoughts about life and death”

FACTS 
MICHAEL NYQVIST
Born: 1960 in Stockholm, Sweden.

Background: Studied acting in 
Malmö, since when he has played 
various stage roles, including parts in a 
number of plays by Lars Norén. He 
featured in Lukas Moodysson’s 
much-acclaimed film Together 
(Tillsammans, 2000), where he played 
an abusive husband and  father. He 
also played the lead in the hugely 
popular As It Is in  Heaven (Så som i 
himmelen, 2007). Recently he has 
taken the lead in the internationally 
successful Millennium films, based on 
Stieg Larsson’s novels. 

Currently: Starring in Among Us 
alongside Izabella Scorupco and 
Tchéky karyo.

Right: Michael  Nyqvist 
and Tchéky Karyo.
Below: Director Johan 
Brisinger during shooting.

JoHan brisinGer • MicHael nyqvist 
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FACTS 
JOHAN BRISINGER
Born: 1965 in Stockholm, Sweden.

Background: Has worked in films 
since 1991, both in Sweden and inter-
nationally. His 2004 short film Pass-
ing Hearts (En del av mitt hjärta) won 
the Audience Award at the Berlin Film 
Festival together with various other 
awards. His debut feature Suddenly 
(Underbara Älskade, 2006), which he 
wrote and directed, was nominated for 
a Guldbagge.

Currently: Has written and directed 
the film Among Us.

Izabella Scorupco.
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FACTS  
PATRIK EKLUND
Born: 1978 in Arvidsjaur, Sweden. 

Background: Made his directorial 
debut with One Christmas Morning 
(2002), which won several awards. His 
next short, Situation Frank (2007), was 
selected for the Critics’ week in 
Cannes, and his follow-up,   Instead of 
Abracadabra (2008), won various 
awards and was the talk of the town at 
Sundance 2009. 

Currently: working on a feature film.

PATRIK EKLUND instEad of aBracadaBra • sEEds of thE fall SHORT
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talk of the town
By any standards, 2009 was a successful year for Patrik Eklund. Not only did his short 
film Seeds of the Fall (Slitage) scoop the Critics’ week award at Cannes, his previous short 
Instead of Abracadabra (Istället för Abrakadabra) moved a few steps closer to an Oscar 
 nomination in the Best Short Film category. wORDS PER NySTRöM PHOTO SANDRA qvIST

Among awards at festivals including Lille, 
Boston and Los Angeles, Instead of Abraca-
dabra also picked up the award for Best 

Short Film at the Göteborg Film Festival. And as if 
that wasn’t enough, it was screened at Sundance 
2009, where Seeds of the Fall is competing this 
year. 

At the moment, Eklund is working on the screen-
play for a feature. He’s hoping to finish it this spring 
and start shooting in the autumn. Somewhat 
 reluctant to reveal what the film is all about, he 
nonetheless confirms that it will be another black 
comedy.

“People will recognise the tone and the bleak 
humour from my short films. But I’m pretty sure 
that on a visual level, the feature will be rather 
 different from the shorts.”
How does directing a feature compare with 

directing shorts?

“They’re two completely different processes. 
When you’re making a short it’s easier to take short 
cuts, but you can’t cheat in the same way with a 
 feature. And writing the screenplay obviously takes 
longer too: every week you’re shuffling various 
scenes round, trying to get a more stable base and 
a clearer idea what type of story you want to tell.”

There’s a very individual atmosphere in Eklund’s 
short films. The basic tone is dark, but it’s balanced 
out by a special kind of absurd humour.

“Yes, I always try to counteract the screenplay 
with dry humour. But I’m careful not to let the 
 humour go too far and get silly. The important thing 
is to tell a good story.”
Where do you get your inspiration?

“Sometimes stories that friends have told me can 
inspire me to a screenplay. I often start with a scene 
and let the story grow as I’m writing. I think it 
makes the writing process more creative. When 
I’ve finished, the original scene might not even 
make it to the finished film. But it’s a good way of 

finding a golden thread to run all the way through. 
Where other directors are concerned, Kaurismäki 
stands out. There’s something in that dry style of his 
that appeals to me. A couple of Alejandro 
 Jodorowsky’s films, The Holy Mountain and El Topo 
have also  influenced me, plus some of David Lynch’s 
and  Alexander Payne’s films.”

Although he now lives in Stockholm, Eklund 
grew up in the far north of Sweden. And he made 
both Seeds of the Fall and Instead of Abracadabra 
when he was living in the northern city of Umeå.
Have you been inspired by your northern Swedish 

background in your films?

“It’s not something I think about. But maybe their 
still, pared-down style come subconsciously from 
my northern roots,” smiles Eklund. 

“When you’re making a short it’s  easier 
to take short cuts, but you can’t cheat 
in the same way with a feature”
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ANITA BJÖRK MISS JULIE
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playing the part
The Berlin Film Festival celebrates its 60th birthday this year with the 
section Retrospective: Play It Again..! Among the films chosen is Miss 
Julie (Fröken Julie, 1951), director Alf Sjöberg’s adaptation of August 
Strindberg’s world famous play. Starring Anita Björk. wORDS JAN LUMHOLDT

“I remember it well. White, with large red ros-
es and green ribbons. Quite a lovely dress. 
Very tasteful.”

It’s January 2010 in the Old Town of Stockholm. 
Anita Björk reminisces over the very first Berlinale, 
of June 1951. She was in town, as was co-star Ulf 
Palme, as was director Alf Sjöberg.

Miss Julie is the English title of the motion pic-
ture they brought with them, a dazzling enough ad-
aptation of the Strindberg play to firmly place itself 
into the front row of world cinema classics immedi-
ately and ever since. And Anita Björk as Julie, with 
the tidy little straw hat neatly pinned on her tilted 
head, tenderly observing her pet siskin, became 
the icon of the film, just as instantly – and ever 
since.

Nice going. Especially since she wasn’t the natu-
ral choice for the part.

“Alf Sjöberg had directed Miss Julie on stage in 
Stockholm with Ulf Palme as Jean and Julie played 
by Inga Tidblad. It was in 1949 and I saw it and it was 
a stupendous performance. Then, in 1950, Alf got to 
make a film of it through Sandrew-Produktion. By 
now, however, Inga Tidblad was almost 50. She 
didn’t look it, but these things show on film more 
than on stage.”

Tidblad was a great lady of the stage at the time. 
Björk wasn’t yet. Sjöberg decided to enrol the then 
27-year-old graduate of the class of ‘45 of The Royal 
Dramatic Theatre’s acting school and with a handful 
of stage and screen performances under her wing. 
None of which had anything to do with Miss Julie.

“i found myself in the company of a cast and a di-
rector who had lived with this play for years. They 
even kept the set design from the stage version for 
the film. During rehearsals they would repeat the 
same question again and again: ‘What would Inga 
have done here?’. It was a downright struggle for 
me at times. Only during the location shots, which 
were not part of the stage version, I felt I held my 

own. But at the end of the day, I still couldn’t see the 
part as mine. I still can’t, to this day.”

Back to June 1951. Two months before, Julie had 
picked up a Grand Prix at the Cannes festival, some-
thing Björk was aware of at the time, but only just.

“We worked at the theatre. My going down there 
wasn’t even discussed. But I remember hearing 
about it and thinking ‘Quite a blast.’ Then I went 
back to work.”

for The berlin opening, however, a more hands-on 
plan was put into action. 

“Ulf and Alf and I went with Anders Sandrew, the 
studio head. He had to pay our fare and we stayed at 
the hotel Am Zoo on Kurfürstendamm. I was given 
a nice, large room “for representation”, while Ulf 
and Alf were put into two shacks. Sandrew, as you 
may know, was a greengrocer turned producer, a 
frugal man. We settled in just around dinnertime. 
Sandrew opened a package of sandwiches, brought 
all the way from Stockholm and wrapped in an old 
newspaper. He served them with beer and aquavit. 
I remember it well.”

As mentioned, Anita Björk also remembers the 
dress she wore at the opening, as well the bust line 
of some Italian starlet, 16 and yet unknown, Sophia 
was her name… And of course the film, Björk’s most 
everlasting contribution in a career that spans 
eight decades at the time of writing (though retired, 
she spent a good part of last year performing A.R. 
Gurney’s Love Letters on stage) and a film that is up 
there with the Ikirus, the La Stradas and the Ordets 
of 1950s celluloid iconography.

“It has been good to me in a way. But I’m really 
best on stage, where I’ve had some incredible expe-
riences, not least with Bergman. I never got any 
good screen parts through it, though. Although 
Hitchcock wanted me for I Confess, a film I never got 
to do.”

And a film Hitchcock wished he had never got to 
do either. But that’s another story entirely. 

 

FACTS ANITA BJÖRK
Anita Björk was born in 1923 in 
 Dalarna and grew up in an artistic 
family. At the age of 19 she gained a 
place as a student at the royal 
Dramatic Theatre, which was to 
become her place of work for many 
years to come. Her breakthrough as a 
stage actress came in 1948, and 
subsequently she worked primarily 
with  Ingmar Bergman on a number of 
theatre productions.

She became known to international 
audiences in the title role of Alf 
Sjöberg’s 1951 film of Miss Julie, 
(Fröken Julie) which won the Palme 
d’or at Cannes. This led to a number 
of offers from Hollywood, but it has 
mostly been on the Swedish stage 
and screen that her career has contin-
ued. Her many famous roles include 
that of the Swedish Queen Victoria in 
The Best Intentions (Den goda 
viljan,1991), written by Ingmar 
Bergman.

Miss Julie will screen at this year’s 
Berlin Film Festival in the retrospec-
tive: Play It Again..! section.
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POST-PRODUCTION STUDIOS
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the post-producers
They’re the unsung heroes of Swedish film: the companies that 
provide post-production. yet at the same time, the reputations of 
companies like Fido and The Chimney Pot are growing internationally. 
wORDS ROBERT LÅNGSTRöM  ILLUSTRATION ARvID TAPPERT

Just two days before 2010 and the dawn of the 
new decade, all is calm in the brick-built 
 offices of the Fido animation studio in Stock-

holm. But the cold is creeping in. Sitting in the 
meeting room in jeans and a blue hoodie, pro-
ducer Claes Dietmann is regretting having the 
radiator removed from the kitchen when they 
moved in two years ago. In front of him stands a 
life-size ostrich(!). 

“We do lots of animals,” he says. ”Organic ani-

mation that’s integrated into photography, but 
also physical effects like masks and dolls. And in-
ternationally, we’re doing rather well.”

Welcome to the world of post-production. 
These aren’t usually the people going up on stage 
to receive the big film awards. But it’s something 
that’s crucial to any film’s success. The Swedish 
companies involved may be small, but they’ve 
made a name for themselves for delivering high 
quality at a low cost. When Fido created the 
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 tortoise Josef for the film Max & Josef – Double Trouble 
(Håkan Bråkan & Josef, 2004), they not only created 
the first realistic computer animated character in a 
Swedish feature film, they did so on a budget that 
wouldn’t have covered even a few fireflies in James 
Cameron’s recent  Avatar. 

On the shelf is a tiny baby in modelling clay with 
wings instead of arms. It’s part of their biggest com-
mission so far, to provide all the special effects for 
the Dutch film Eip!, about a creature who is part 
girl, part bird. Due to premiere in 2010, they were 
working on it all through 2009, making it a record 
year for them.

“I’m not really sure how they found us. We got an 

e-mail some time ago, and as usual with these 
things, it took a couple of years to come to fruition. 
But now it’s  ready, and for our part it involved 
around a hundred clips with the girl,” says Diet-
mann.

Just like Fido, post-production company The 
Chimney Pot go beyond the Swedish border in their 
work. Last year the company co-produced the Bul-

Fido Film AB 
3D animation and visual effects, both digital 
and physical, for feature films and commer-
cials. 
Main sources of pride: Their work on Let 
the Right One In (Låt den rätte komma in, 
2008) and the award for Frostbite (Frost-
biten, 2006) at the Los Angeles Screamfest 
from special effects guru Stan winston.
Progress in 2009: A record year both in 
turnover and volume, down in no small 
measure to their work on the Dutch film Eip!
Plans for the future: To work with large 
Swedish and international projects. A high 
level, fully-animated Swedish production 
would be ideal.

POST-PRODUCTION STUDIOS

“We’re good at technology  
in Sweden, quick to test out 
new things”

Frostbite. Let the Right One In.
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garian flick Eastern Plays, that won the Grand Prix 
at the Tokyo film festival. This year Romanian youth 
drama If I Want to Whistle, I Whistle, co-produced by 
The Chimney Pot, will compete at the Berlinale. 

“In If I Want to Whistle, I Whistle we’ve mostly 
worked with the sound production”, says Fredrik 
Zander, the company’s Head of Feature Film De-
partment. “It’s always thrilling to get together with 
filmmakers from other countries and cultures. 
Most of the time it creates a very creative spirit. In 
this case it definitely did”.

The creative spirit resulted in a film Zander is 
very proud of. 

“The story in itself is very thrilling, an intense dra-

ma about a juvenile detention school outside Bucha-
rest. The two lead actors are amazing and as a view-
er you get drawn in from the start. I hope and believe 
this film has a chance in Berlin. It might even win”.

posT-producTion is all about modern technology 
fulfilling a director’s vision. A good post-production 
company has to do more than work a little magic on 
the computer. What’s needed is good communica-
tion and the ability to understand the creative pro-
cess that lies behind a film.

”When technology used to cost the earth, all you 
needed was access to that technology. It’s so much 
cheaper today that the emphasis is on people with 

The Chimney Pot 
(+Ljudligan) 
Deal with everything from fully edited films to 
the supply of film prints, including scanning, 
lighting, film-out, sound and coordination of 
lab work.
Main sources of pride: 
working on both large and small projects, on 
the festival scene and at home in Swedish 
cinemas, including Let the Right One In 
(2008), The Girl (2009) and Summer with 
Göran (2009). Co-produced the Bulgarian 
film Eastern Plays (2009), screened at 
Cannes in Directors Fortnight, and the 
Romanian If I Want to Whistle, I Whistle, in 
competition at the Berlin Film Festival.
Progress in 2009: A marked increase in 
international inquiries and a high level of 
demand for their services in Sweden. Have 
developed new ways of working, including 4k 
(The Girl).
Plans for the future: will be producing the 
first 3D short film (stereoscopic) at the start 
of 2010, with good grounds to hope that a 
major Swedish film project will dare to use 
the same technology later in the year.
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The Girl.

If I Want to Whistle, 
I Whistle.
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the real skills to use it. That makes communication 
with the director of prime importance. It’s not un-
usual for planned effects in a screenplay to be at a 
cost level five times higher than the budget will al-
low, so then you have to get the intention and the 
money to tie up. We always aim to offer the best so-
lution that the budget will allow,” says Dietmann.

The facT ThaT Swedish post-production compa-
nies are smaller than many of their international 
counterparts helps to level out the hierarchy. 
There’s greater closeness between post-produc-
tion and the rest of the film crew, and they’re also 
perceived as being more creative, according, at 
least, to post-production producer Peter Bengtsson 
– and he should know. Like the Scarlet Pimpernel, 
he’s here, there and everywhere, hired by produc-
tion companies as a fixer of post-production. This 
means that he decides which companies should 
work with the film in question. And basically, he 

has worked with all the post production companies 
in Sweden. Since he started out back in 1995, he has 
worked on almost 150 films.

”We’re good at technology in Sweden, quick to 
test out new things,” says Bengtsson. ”When Swed-
ish companies do good post-production work, the 
reaction out in Europe is one of amazement that 
such a small country can achieve so much.”

Some of these companies have taken the step up 
to co-producer and started bringing more interna-
tional productions into Sweden. The people at 
 Effektstudion Filmgate in Gothenburg co-produced 
their first feature, Kenny Begins, last year and are al-
ready involved in their sixth English language film, 
Brighton Rock with Helen Mirren, where they are 
making digital recreations of the 1960s.

“Many post-production companies in Sweden 
say they’re too small for international projects, but 
I don’t think that’s the case. We’re doing it already,” 
says Sean Wheelan, producer at Filmgate. 

Filmgate AB  
visual effects, conform and grading.
Main sources of pride: Have worked on 
more than 30 films in nine countries. Now 
working on their sixth English language film, 
Brighton Rock, the only non-British company 
on the production. 
Progress in 2009: Co-produced their first 
feature, Kenny Begins, and worked on 
numerous projects including Lars von Trier’s 
Antichrist. worked with the new RED camera.
Plans for the future: To work on bigger 
British and American projects and to establish 
themselves as co-producers. 

Nordisk Film Post   
Production Stockholm 
Film lab and post production studio offering 
negative handling/editing, sound, scanning 
and mastering. 
Main sources of pride: Have worked with 
films for more than 100 years, building up 
enormous in-house experience. quality 
throughout the production chain, together with 
their experience, makes them strong in the 
European market.
Progress in 2009: Following a tough year of 
cost saving and a lower number of films 
produced, they believe the corner has now 
been turned, and the success of the Millenni-
um trilogy is most welcome.
Plans for the future: To market themselves 
even more as a ‘one stop shop’ to demonstrate 
the advantages that their entire organisation 
can offer (film production, distribution, 
post-production). 

Europa Sound Production AB 
Sound production for films and television. 
Have Sweden’s biggest film mixing studio and 
the country’s only optical camera for Dolby 
Digital sound. 
Main sources of pride: Bo Persson won a 
BAFTA for Best Sound for the BBC-produced 
Tv series Wallander. Persson has also won a 
Guldbagge for best sound for Make Believe 
(Kommer du med mig då, 2003). Gabor Pasztor 
has won a Guldbagge for film mixing. Often act 
as co-producers for Swedish feature films.
Progress in 2009: Good. Provided the sound 
for a large number of films and television 
series.
Plans for the future: To continue developing 
their niche position in order to meet ”hungry” 
new directors and producers. To contribute to 
the development of films both financially and 
artistically, at home and abroad. 

Further companies to watch: 
Cinepost Studios AB, Filmek AB, 
STOPP, Riviera, Mekaniken and 
Camp David. 

POST-PRODUCTION STUDIOS
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We’re proud of Swedish films. Especially proud to be 
 presenting numerous titles at Sundance, Clermont-Ferrand, 
Rotterdam and Berlin. And we’re very much looking forward 
to the rest of the year – there’s more to come. Please visit our 
website www.sfi.se for updated information on Swedish 
shorts, documentaries and features.

NEW
films
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Among Us
An unexpected event dramatically changes Ernst and Cecilia’s orderly life. 
Ernst rationally puts it down to chance, but Cecilia looks for a meaning in what 
has happened. They begin to slide further and further apart when a mysterious 
stranger with unusual powers suddenly enters their world. This meeting forms 
the basis of a modern fairytale about the courage to believe in life and love.

The Ape
Krister, a husband and father, wakes up to the consequences of a tragedy. 
Confronted with everyday reality, there is no place for escape and Krister is 
soon forced to face up to his actions. The Ape is about the struggle to hold on 
to things around us already lost, about recognizing what is left when the life 
you once had is gone. 

7X –This Is Our Kids
When you feel powerless, what do you do? How far could you go to retrieve 
some human dignity? 7X –This Is Our Kids is a movie about the feeling of 
hopelessness, seen through the eyes of children. It’s a story about what 
happens when a gun finds its way into some vulnerable children’s hands. A 
story based on the harsh reality of life, tainted by violence, where the search 
for dignity takes explosive turns…

OrigiNal titlE Änglavakt DirEctOr Johan Brisinger PrODucErs Mikael Flodell, Peter 
Possne PrODucED by Drama Svecia and Sonet Film AB in co-production with TV4, 
Gotlands Filmfond, Filmregion Stockholm-Mälardalen, Nouvago Capital and Nyqvist 
Film. In cooperation with Canal+ with support from Swedish Film Institute/Peter “Piodor” 
Gustavsson scrEENWritEr Johan Brisinger PriNciPal cast Michael Nyqvist, Izabella 
Scorupco, Tchéky Karyo scrEENiNg DEtails 35 mm, 93 min tO bE rElEasED March 
19, 2010 salEs SF International

Johan brisinger was born in 1965 and grew up in Stockholm. After graduation from 
the School of Theatre, Film and Television at UCLA, he went on to become an acclaimed 
and award-winning director of music videos and commercials. Brisinger achieved 
popular and critical success with his 2006 feature film debut Suddenly (Underbara 
älskade), which picked up the Audience Award at the 2007 Guldbagge ceremony. 

OrigiNal titlE Apan DirEctOr Jesper Ganslandt scrEENWritEr Jesper Ganslandt 
PriNciPal cast Olle Sarri, Francoise Joyce, Sean Pietrulewicz, Niclas Gillis PrODucEr 
Jesper Kurlandsky PrODucED by Fasad AB in co-production with Film i Väst AB and 
SVT with support from Swedish Film Institute/Peter “Piodor” Gustafsson scrEENiNg 

DEtails 35mm, 81 min rElEasED October 23, 2009 salEsTrustNordisk 

Jesper ganslandt, born in 1978, moved from his home town of Falkenberg to 
Stockholm in 2000, and wrote the screenplay for his debut film Falkenberg Farewell 
(Farväl Falkenberg, 2006), a major success shown at film festivals around the world.  
Following his short film Jesper Ganslandts 114:e dröm (2007), the concert film 
Skinnskatteberg (2008) and his documentary The Film I’m No Longer Talking About 
(Filmen jag inte pratar om längre), Ganslandt´s second feature The Ape premiered at 
Venice and Toronto.

OrigiNal titlE 7X – Lika barn leka bäst DirEctOr Emil Jonsvik scrEENWritEr André 
Sebastie PriNciPal cast Tom Ljungman, Rojda Sekersöz, Susanna Roald, Christopher 
Mhina PrODucEr Emil Jonsvik PrODucED by First Edition Pictures in co-production with 
Sebastie Film & Media, Katharsis, A Lexne AB, Willen, Peter Jonsvik, Inpost, Lillasyster, 
Conversation Film and Edgen Films. scrEENiNg DEtails Digibeta, 97 min  
tO bE rElEasED April, 2010 salEs TBA 

Emil Jonsvik, born in 1978, has an impressive cV for one so young, with more than 
70 productions to his credit (working as everything from director to electrician and editor), 
amongst them directing the award-winning breakdance documentary Shindig. 7X – This Is 
Our Kids is his debut feature. 
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Balls
Balls is a heart-warming comedy about love, friendship and the art of  
being a man.

 Bananas!* DOc
One third of the price of the average banana covers the cost of pesticides. All 
over the world, banana plantation workers are suffering and dying from the 
effects of these pesticides. Cancer, kidney failure, sterility. Juan Dominguez, a 
million-dollar personal injury lawyer in Los Angeles, is on his biggest case ever. 
Dole Fruit and Dow Chemicals are on trial. And history is about to be made.

OrigiNal titlE Farsan DirEctOr Josef Fares scrEENWritEr Josef Fares, Torkel 
Petersson PriNciPal cast Jan Fares, Torkel Petersson, Hamadi Khemiri, Nina Zanjani, 
Juan Rodriguez, Anita Wall, Jessica Forsberg PrODucEr Anna Anthony PrODucED by 
Memfis Film in co-production with Film i Väst, sVT and Trollhättan Film with support from 
Nordisk Film & TV Fond/Hanne Palmquist and swedish Film Institute scrEENiNg DEtails 

35 mm, 97 min rElEasED February 12, 2010 salEs TrustNordisk

Josef fares was born in Lebanon in 1977. When he was ten, he and his family moved to 
Örebro, sweden. It was there, at the age of 15, that he began to make his own movies and 
send them to amateur film festivals.  About 50 short films, and several awards later, Josef 
began his formal education as a director at the National Film school. His collaboration with 
Memfis Film began with the pilot, Cool Guys, which was followed by the critical and popular 
success, Jalla! Jalla! (2000). Kops (2002) was also a huge commercial success and sold 
to a number of territories. Josef Fares received the Nordic council’s Film Prize for Zozo 
(2005). Leo (2007) was critically acclaimed and screened at the Berlin International Film 
Festival. Balls is his fifth feature film. 

OrigiNal titlE Bananas!* DirEctOr Fredrik Gertten PrODucErs Margarete Jangård, 
Bart Simpson PrODucED by WG Film in co-production with Magic Hour Films with 
support from Swedish Film Institute/Peter “Piodor” Gustafsson, Sundance Institute, 
ITVS, SVT, Danish Film Institute, ODISEA, VPRO, NRK, YLE, ZDF-ARTE, Nordisk Film 
& TV Fond, Media TV Distribution, Film i Skåne scrEENiNg DEtails HdcAM, 86 min 
rElEasED June, 2009 salEs Autlook Filmsales 

fredrik gertten has been a filmmaker and journalist for 20 years. During the 80s and 
90s he worked for radio, TV and newspapers in Africa, Latin America, Asia and around 
Europe. His previous work includes An Ordinary Family (En familj som alla andra, 2005).

Bad Faith
Mona is new in town. A serial killer is on the loose and Mona becomes a 
witness to one of the murders. She is shocked but also fascinated and as her 
interest grows into an obsession she decides to find the murderer herself. In 
the process she is forced to question everything she has believed in. Including 
her own morality.  

OrigiNal titlE Ond Tro DirEctOr Kristian Petri scrEENWritEr Magnus dahlström 
PriNciPal cast sonja Richter, Jonas Karlsson, Kristoffer Joner PrODucEr Johannes 
Åhlund PrODucED by st Paul Film in co-production with Film i Väst, sVT and Nordisk Film 
and in collaboration with Ljud och Bildmedia, Kameraten, Europa sound Production AB and 
canal+ with support from swedish Film Institute/Peter “Piodor” Gustafsson and Nordisk 
Film & TV Fond/Hanne Palmquist scrEENiNg DEtails 35 mm, 96 min tO bE rElEasED 
Autumn 2010 salEs TrustNordisk 

Kristian Petri, born in 1956, is a director and writer living in stockholm. He works with 
documentaries and features as well as writing novels and articles. His first feature, Between 
Summers, was selected for the Quinzaine des Realisateurs in cannes in1995. Details 
(2003), based on Lars Noréns text, was nominated for five Guldbagge awards.
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Behind Blue Skies
The year is 1975. Martin escapes his alcoholic father for the summer job of his 
life at the exclusive Royal Yacht Club in the idyllic archipelago of Stockholm. 
He meets true love for the first time and is groomed by Gösta, a playboy at the 
centre of high society. Martin is inevitably drawn into one of the greatest 
scandals of all times in Swedish crime history.

Between Two Fires
Marta Kowalska, 30, flees from Belarus to Sweden together with her 
10-year-old daughter, Anna. The two of them end up in a refugee centre in 
northern Sweden where they meet Ali, an Algerian. Much to Marta’s distress, 
Ali tries to befriend Anna. When this fear subsides, love begins to grow 
between Marta and Ali. And although the couple is far from certain of being 
granted asylum, they share a belief in a future together.

OrigiNal titlE Himlen är oskyldigt blå DirEctOr Hannes Holm scrEENWritEr Hannes 
Holm PriNciPal cast Bill Skarsgård, Peter Dalle, Amanda Ooms, Björn Kjellman 
PrODucEr Patrick Ryborn PrODucED by Fladen Film in co-production with Nordisk 
Film/Lone Korslund, SVT/Gunnar Carlsson and Filmregion Stockholm-Mälardalen/ 
Jesper Bergom-Larsson, with support from Swedish Film Institute/ Peter “Piodor” 
Gustafsson and Nordisk Film & TV Fond scrEENiNg DEtails 35 mm, 100 min  
tO bE rElEasED october, 2010 salEs TrustNordisk

Hannes Holm has directed seven features, the first five together with Måns Herngren. 
Their feature debut was One in a Million (1997) followed by Adam & Eve (1997), Shit 
Happens (2000), The Reunion (2002) and Every Other Week (2006). In 2007 Holm 
directed Wonderful and Loved by All and in 2009, Behind Blue Skies.

Beauty Refugee DOc
My family is into plastic surgery and their surgeon is my brother. He has 
operated on 28 family members. The film is about the relations within my family 
and their relation to their own bodies, to the pain – physical, psychological and 
metaphysical – caused by these serial operations. A darkly humorous portrait 
of a family in its quest for happiness that is never achieved, where values such 
as hard work and love stand in contrast to a fixation with appearances.

OrigiNal titlE Beauty Refugee DirEctOr Claudia Lisboa PrODucEr Malla Grapengi-
esser PrODucED by Hysteria Film AB with support from Swedish Film Institute/
Tove Torbiörnsson, SVT, YLE, NRK and Nordisk Film & TV Fond scrEENiNg DEtails 
HDCAM, 58 min tO bE rElEasED Spring, 2010 salEs Hysteria Film AB

claudia lisboa was born in Brazil in 1963 and has worked as a short film maker, 
artist and documentary film maker since 1994. Beauty Refugee was in the Silver Wolf 
Competition at IDFA 2009.

NEW FILMs

OrigiNal titlE Between Two Fires DirEctOr Agnieszka Lukasiak scrEENWritEr 
Agnieszka Lukasiak PriNciPal cast Magdalena Poplawska, Kamila Nowysz, simon 
Kassianides, Leila Haji PrODucEr Peter Kropenin PrODucED by Hob AB in co-produc-
tion with Apple Film production, Filmpool Nord AB/Per-Erik svensson, Republiken AB/
Henrik Larsson and sonet Film AB/Peter Possne, with support from swedish Film 
Institute/Lisa ohlin, Polish Film Institute/ Agnieszka odorowicz, MEdIA scrEENiNg 

DEtails 35 mm, 125 min tO bE rElEasED Autumn, 2010 salEs TBA

agnieszka lukasiak was born in Poland in 1977 and escaped to sweden as a politi-
cal refugee in 1984. In 2001 she completed her studies at the National Polish Film school 
PwstfiTv in Lodz. she has made several documentaries, among them Forgotten in 2005. 
Between Two Fires is her feature film debut.
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Corridor
When he meets his new neighbour Lotte, Frank is drawn into a claustrophobic 
nightmare. Gradually her dysfunctional relationship with the scary and jealous 
Micke invades his well-ordered life and he soon wishes he had never opened 
the door.

Dear Alice
In the course of an ordinary day Moses, Francis, Karin and Bosse find 
themselves faced with what seem like trivial decisions to be made, but as their 
paths cross, their choices prove catastrophic to all involved. Dear Alice is an 
explosive and fate-entwining drama about rules, ethics, common decency and 
who we are in our darkest hour.

OrigiNal titlE Isolerad DirEctOr Johan Lundborg, Johan storm scrEENWritEr Johan 
Lundborg PriNciPal cast Emil Johnsen, Ylva Gallon, Peter stormare PrODucEr Anita 
oxburgh PrODucED by Migma Film AB in co-production with Film i Väst, with support from 
swedish Film Institute and Film Gävleborg, in collaboration with sVT and with support from 
Rookie/Andrea Östlund (sVT, Film i Väst AB, swedish Film Institute)  scrEENiNg DEtails 
digibeta, 76 min tO bE rElEasED spring, 2010 salEs EastWest distribution GmbH

Johan storm (born 1978) wrote film criticism, taught film and worked with script 
development at Göta Film before joining Migma Film. Johan lundborg (born 1977) 
has written, shot and edited a number of short films. His latest documentary, Roger 
Nilsson´s Enterprise, will be screened on sVT in the autumn of 2010. Both directors are 
graduates of the Film school at Gothenburg University in 2003, and together they have 
written and directed the award-winning 30 minute short, Rosenhill.

OrigiNal titlE För kärleken DirEctOr othman Karim scrEENWritErs othman Karim, 
Grace Maharaj-Eriksson PriNciPal cast danny Glover, Tuva Novotny, Peter Gardiner, Ulf 
Brunnberg PrODucErs Malin Holmberg-Karim, Hans Lönnerheden PrODucED by one 
Tired Brother Productions AB and Greta Film AB in co-production with Nordisk Film, Film 
i skåne, Nordisk Film Post Production, Europa sound Post Production AB, Blixt camera 
Rental and Filmgear Rental with support from Nordisk Film & TV Fond and swedish Film 
Institute/Lisa ohlin. scrEENiNg DEtails 35 mm, 93 min tO bE rElEasED July 9, 2010 
salEs TrustNordisk

Othman Karim has directed documentaries, short films and features since 1991. His 
feature debut was the drama About Sara which picked up several awards, including the 
Golden st George for Best Film at Moscow International Film Festival in 2006. Dear Alice is 
his second feature.

Blood Calls You DOc
Director Linda Thorgren met the love of her life in Cuba. After moving to 
Sweden, getting married and having a daughter the physical and psychologi-
cal abuse begins. Linda starts to investigate why the history of abuse repeats 
itself in her family, and what she needs to do to save her daughter.

OrigiNal titlE Blood Calls You DirEctOr Linda Thorgren PrODucEr stina Gardell 
PrODucED by Mantaray Film in co-production with sVT dokumentär/Ulla Nilsson with 
support from swedish Film Institute/Tove Torbiörnsson and Nordisk Film & TV Fond/ 
Karolina Lidin scrEENiNg DEtails Hd/digibeta, 58/93 min tO bE rElEasED April, 
2010 salEs TBA

linda thorgren was born in 1971. she is currently working on a masters degree in 
Film Production at dramatiska Institutet. Her previous work includes the TV documentary 
Havana Boy (2002). Blood Calls You is her documentary feature length debut.
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Dreams
Fresh out of high school, Goran doesn’t know what he wants to do with his 
life. Should he stick with his small time gangster friends and make some cash, 
or listen to Zeko at the fast food stall who thinks you should go to school 
forever? Right now he is satisfied drinking beer and hitting on girls. But when 
his mom gets really sick, Goran has to make a choice. 

Easy Money 
JW is a poor student who lives a double life within the wealthy Stockholm elite. 
Jorge is a fugitive on the run from the police and the Yugoslavian mafia. 
Yugoslavian hit man Mrado is trying hard to find Jorge while taking care of his 
young daughter. Set in contemporary Stockholm, Easy Money is a thriller 
based on an internationally bestselling novel by Jens Lapidus. 

OrigiNal titlE Knäcka DirEctOr Ivica Zubak scrEENWritEr Ivica Zubak PriNciPal 

cast Filip Benko, Jelena Mila, My Lestander, Peter Eggers, Georgi staykov PrODucErs 
Martin Jern, Emil Larsson PrODucED by dansk skalle AB in co-production with Ivica 
Zubak, Mattias sandström and Mario Adamsson, Film i skåne scrEENiNg DEtails 35 
mm, 88 min tO bE rElEasED TBA salEs dansk skalle AB 

ivica Zubak was born in slavonski Brod, croatia, in 1978. He now lives in stockholm 
and works as a producer, writer and director. Dreams is Zubak’s first feature.

Distant Land
Set on the island of Fårö. Elizabeth has escaped her life in Stockholm due to 
her son´s death. Confused she abducts a boy from the beach. Cecilia is the 
lead actress in a film shot on the island. She is married but falls in love with a 
teenager who supplies her with cocaine. Soon it will be apparent that both of 
the women are living a lie.

OrigiNal titlE Främmande Land DirEctOr Niklas Holmgren, Anders Hazelius 
scrEENWritEr Niklas Holmgren,  Anders Hazelius PriNciPal cast Franciska Löfgren, 
Emma swenninger, Adam Lundgren, Joel Lützow, Jonatan Blode PrODucEr Mats Karsvall 
PrODucED by dolly Pictures in collaboration with Film i Väst AB and Film på Gotland 
scrEENiNg DEtails digibeta, 95 min

Niklas Holmgren was born in 1974 and graduated from the Royal Academy of Fine 
Arts in stockholm in 2002. anders Hazelius was born in 1984 and graduates from 
the University college of Film, Gothenburg, in 2010. Distant Land was filmed during the 
summer of 2008. It is their feature film debut.

NEW FILMs

OrigiNal titlE Snabba cash DirEctOr daniél Espinosa scrEENWritEr Maria Karlsson 
in collaboration with danél Espinosa, Fredrik Wikström and Hassan Loo sattarvandi. 
Based on the novel by Jens Lapidus PriNciPal cast Joel Kinnaman, Matias Padin Varela, 
dragomir Mrsic PrODucEr Fredrik Wikström PrODucED by Tre Vänner Produktion AB in 
co-production with Film i Väst, Nordisk Film, sVT, Nouvago capital, intervista digital media, 
Network Movie, ZdF/Arte with support from swedish Film Institute/Lisa ohlin, Eurimages, 
Nordic Film and TV Fund and Filmförderung Hamburg, in co-operation with canal + 
scrEENiNg DEtails 35 mm, 120 min rElEasED January 15, 2010 salEs TrustNordisk

Daniél Espinosa was born in 1977 and graduated in directing at the National Film 
school of denmark following studies at stockholm´s Film school. His films include  Babylon 
Disease (Babylonsjukan, 2004) and Outside Love (2007). Easy Money is daniel Espinosa´s 
third feature film as director.
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Fuerteventura
A man travels to the Canary Islands to get over the loss of a loved
one. He meets a bartender who knows the secret of lucid dreaming, and a 
mysterious woman from his past. It becomes less and less clear whether his 
dreams are the result of his memories, or his memories the result of his 
dreams.

Gringa
Manuel is dirt poor and his only way out of Peru is to travel by Gringa. The 
town Cuzco is full of Gringas, but they are not easily seduced. When he meets 
the Swedish Lena, he thinks his luck is made, but she has her own agenda.

OrigiNal titlE Fuerteventura DirEctOr Mattias sandström scrEENWritEr Mattias 
sandström, Ivica Zubak PriNciPal cast Peter Eggers, Lydia Flores Garcia, Ivica Zubak, 
Luifer Rodriguez PrODucErs Mattias sandström, Ivica Zubak PrODucED by Too Much 
Too soon in association with st Paul Film and Film i dalarna scrEENiNg DEtails 35 mm, 
83 min tO bE rElEasED Autumn 2010 salEs TBA

mattias sandström was born in 1973 in Leksand, sweden. Graduated from New 
York Film Academy in 2000. Has directed the short films Last One In is a Rotten Egg 
(2003), Just Wondering (2005) and If You Only Knew (2008). Fuerteventura is his feature 
film debut.

OrigiNal titlE Gringa DirEctOr  cesar Galindo scrEENWritEr Mario Guevara, cesar 
Galindo PriNciPal cast Gunilla Röör, Nivardo carillo, Per sandberg, Raul Brosovich, 
Teresa Lastarria, Jhon Padovani PrODucEr Anna G Magnúsdóttir, cesar Galindo 
PrODucED by LittleBig Productions & Runa Film scrEENiNg DEtails digibeta, 80 min 
tO bE rElEasED Autumn, 2010 salEs Movieboosters

cesar galindo is an experienced director and independent film maker. He is originally 
from Peru, but has lived in sweden for over 20 years. He has been working with LittleBig 
Productions on several projects since 2005. currently he is working on the feature length 
documentary Yma Sumac – The Movie.

Familia DOc
For thirty years Naty and her husband Daniel have lived together, constantly 
fighting poverty, but with little to offer their first three children. Now they want 
something better for their youngest son Nata, who is six years old. Familia is 
an intimate story of migration and defiance in truly global times.

 

OrigiNal titlE Familia DirEctOr Mikael Wiström, Alberto Herskovits PrODucEr Mikael 
Wiström PrODucED by Månharen Film & TV/Mikael Wiström, Venatana Film AB/Alberto 
Herskovits, sVT dokumentär/Ingemar Persson and otto Fagerstedt with support from 
swedish Film Institute/Peter “Piodor” Gustafsson and Lisa ohlin, Nordisk Film & TV 
Fond , MEdIA, NRK/Tore Tomter and YLE FsT/Jenny Wästerberg scrEENiNg DEtails 
digiBeta, 58/82 min tO bE rElEasED spring, 2010 salEs Månharen Film & TV/Mikael 
Wiström

mikael Wiström has been producing and directing documentary films since graduat-
ing from dramatiska Institutet in 1981. Among his many films are the award-winning 
predecessors to Familia, The Other Shore and Compadre. alberto Herskovits was 
born in Argentina and raised in Germany. He studied film in Germany and UsA. since 1990 
he has been working as a documentary film director and screenwriter in sweden. 
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Like a Pascha DOc
Europe’s biggest brothel, eleven floors high. Hundreds of women for sale. And 
a Swedish feminist man, looking to understand how men’s obsession with sex 
can explain why manhood is in deep crisis.

Metropia
It’s 2024. The Trexx Group has connected all of Europe’s subway systems into 
a gigantic network. Roger lives in the suburbs. He hates his job, his relation-
ship is falling apart and he can’t sleep at night. One day, he hears a stranger’s 
voice inside his head. He decides to find out where it comes from. The truth 
has consequences beyond his worst fears. 

OrigiNal titlE Som en Pascha DirEctOr svante Tidholm PrODucEr Erik Gandini 
PrODucED by Atmo Media Network AB in co-production with sVT and support from 
swedish Film Institute/Tove Torbiörnsson scrEENiNg DEtails digibeta, 52 min 
rElEasED January, 2010 salEs TBA 
svante tidholm is a journalist, documentary filmmaker, writer and computer program-
mer. He worked at spray during the early dotcom boom and has written Loser about his 
experiences at the time. since 2005 svante Tidholm has been working on documentaries 
at the film production company Atmo.

OrigiNal titlE Bröderna, en film om Khieu Samphan och Pol Pot DirEctOrs david 
Aronowitsch, staffan Lindberg PrODucEr david Aronowitsch PrODucED by story AB, in 
co-production with sVT/Axel Arnö and Medieoperatørene Norway/charlotte Røhder Tvedt, 
with support from swedish Film Institute/Tove Torbiörnsson, Norwegian Film Institute/Maria 
Fuglevaag Warsinski, slate funding Media Plus Programme 2006, Nordisk Film & TV Fond/Eva 
Færevaag, NRK / Tore Tomter, VPRo/Nathalie Windhorst scrEENiNg DEtails digibeta, 94 
min tO bE rElEasED 2010 salEs story AB

David aronowitsch was born in 1964 in stockholm and has worked with documentary 
films for almost 20 years. david Aronowitsch has worked as a producer for the television series 
Ikon for sVT and is a co-founder of the production company story AB.  staffan lindberg 
was born in 1972 in stockholm. He has written and travelled extensively in cambodia and Asia. 
He has also worked for the Phnom Penh Post. 

NEW FILMs

OrigiNal titlE Metropia DirEctOr Tarik saleh scrEENWritErs Fredrik Edin, stig 
Larsson, Tarik saleh VOicEs Vincent Gallo, Juliette Lewis, Udo Kier, stellan skarsgård, 
Alexander skarsgård, Fares Fares, sofia Helin PrODucEr Kristina Åberg PrODucED 

by Atmo Metro AB, in co-production with Zentropa, Tordenfilm, sVT/ Gunnar carlsson, 
Film i Väst/Tomas Eskilsson, sandrew Metronome/Birgitta Holmar, with support from 
Eurimages, swedish Film Institute/Peter “Piodor” Gustavsson, danish Film Institute, 
Norwegian Film Fund, Nordisk Film & TV Fond,  Media Programme, and in association 
with canal+,YLE, NRK scrEENiNg DEtails 35mm, 86 min rElEasED october 9, 2009 
salEs TrustNordisk 

tarik saleh, born in 1972, has directed several award-winning documentaries, most 
recently Gitmo – The New Rules of War, which premiered at IdFA Amsterdam in 2005 and 
was highly acclaimed on its Us premiere in March 2006. He is behind numerous animated 
shorts and is one of the founders of the production company Atmo.

Facing Genocide – Khieu 
 Samphan and Pol Pot DOc
The film is a search into the personality of Khieu Samphan. He was the head of 
state of one of the most brutal regimes ever, the Khmer Rouge-regime in 
Democratic Kampuchea. The directors followed him for one and half years before 
his arrest in 2007. He is shortly to face trial charged with war crimes and crimes 
against humanity. The film gives insight into his mindset, his life today and his 
close relationship with Pol Pot.
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The Plan DOc
The planet is threatened with destruction. There is a brilliant plan that will save 
humanity… We know now that we will all have to enter into a different world. In 
The Plan you will meet people with one major focus: to drive this profound 
global change towards something new and positive. With the help of their 
stories, their thoughts and plans we’ve weaved an inspiring, emotional and 
optimistic entity.

Regretters DOc
Orlando and Mikael go under the knife in hope of finding their true selves, only 
to realize that life on the other side isn’t what they dreamed of. Now well into 
their 60s, the two meet for the first time to talk about their lives and the one 
defining regret they both share: their sex change.

OrigiNal titlE The Plan DirEctOrs Michael stenberg, david Österberg, Fatima Varhos, 
Johan Gabrielsson, Karin Tötterman, Marianne Gustafsson PrODucErs Michael stenberg, 
david Österberg PrODucED by Biospheric Pictures AB scrEENiNg DEtails 35 mm, 90 
min tO bE rElEasED spring, 2010 salEs Biospheric Pictures AB

michael stenberg directed and produced the documentary film The Planet, and has 
also written and directed a number of swedish documentaries. David Österberg 
worked on the music for the Planet project and has written and produced music for films, 
art installations and the theatre. Jonas goldmann has previously worked in editing and 
was also responsible for sound and research on the Planet project. 

OrigiNal titlE Ångrarna DirEctOr Marcus Lindeen PrODucEr Kristina Åberg 
PrODucED by Atmo Media Network AB, in co-production with sVT and YLE with support 
from swedish Film Institute/Tove Torbiörnsson and Nordisk Film & TV Fond scrEENiNg 

DEtails digibeta, 58 min tO bE rElEasED/rElEasED 2010 salEs TBA

marcus lindeen was born in 1980. Regretters is his first documentary feature and 
he has also written a stage production based on the same true story for stockholms 
stadsteater. The production was selected as one of the best swedish contemporary plays 
by The Royal dramatic Theater and sVT.

Miss Kicki 
Kicki has met the love of her life, the Taiwanese businessman Mr Chang, on 
the internet. But when Kicki’s mother falls ill, she is faced with the fact that she 
needs to take care of her 16-year-old son Viktor, who grew up with his 
grandmother. Kicki decides to take Viktor to Taiwan but never tells him about 
the real reason for the trip. Miss Kicki is a story about our frequent need to get 
lost before we can find our home.

OrigiNal titlE Miss Kicki DirEctOr Håkon Liu scrEENWritEr Alex Haridi PrODucEr 
Lizette Jonjic PrODucED by Migma West HB with support from Rookie/Andrea Östlund 
(sVT, Film i Väst AB, swedish Film Institute) scrEENiNg DEtails 35mm, 88 min 
rElEasED February 5, 2010 salEs TBA 

Håkon liu was born in 1975 in Kirkenes, Norway but grew up in Taiwan. He graduated 
from the school of Film directing at Göteborg University in 2005, and also studied art at 
The oslo National Academy of the Arts. Miss Kicki is Liu’s feature film debut after shorts 
such as Nights in love (2004) and Lucky Blue (2007, nominated for a Guldbagge), and the 
TV-series Habib (2008).
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Simple Simon
Simon, 18, has Asperger syndrome. He likes space, science and circles but 
can’t understand feelings. Simon’s life turns into chaos when his brother Sam 
gets dumped by his girlfriend. Simon realizes it is up to him to find a new 
girlfriend for Sam to restore the order. Simon knows nothing about love. But 
he has a scientifically perfect plan. 

Starring Maja
18-year-old Maja’s dream is to become an actress. She wants to be the 
centre of attention, wants everyone to see her, to see the beautiful human 
being she is on the inside. Unfortunately, that person is somewhat hard to see. 
Grossly overweight, clumsy and socially inept, Maja’s road to success is 
paved with humour and tragedy as she is dogged by the prejudices of the 
people around her. 

OrigiNal titlE I rymden finns inga känslor DirEctOr Andreas Öhman scrEENWritEr 
Jonathan sjöberg PriNciPal cast Bill skarsgård, Martin Wallström, cecilia Forss, sofie 
Hamilton PrODucErs Bonnie skoog Feeney, Jonathan sjöberg PrODucED by Naive AB 
in co-production with sonet Film AB, sVT, Film i Västernorrland/Ingrid Bergman, dagsljus, 
Ljud & Bildmedia AB, Kameraten and Ljudfadern with support from swedish Film Institute/
Johan Bogaeus scrEENiNg DEtails 35 mm, 120 min tO bE rElEasED september, 
2010  salEs sonet Film AB/Peter Possne

andreas Öhman, born in 1985, is a conceptual and visual director who at the age 
of 19 received the honorary mention for the short Positive about Negative 2004: “With 
efficiency and great enthusiasm this film indicates a bright future for its talented director” at 
the stockholm Film Festival. Simple Simon is his first feature. 

Sebbe
Sebbe is fifteen and lives with his mother in an apartment that is much too 
small. He does his best. He never hits back. He loves his mother because she 
is his. When she fails him, all else fails.

OrigiNal titlE Sebbe DirEctOr Babak Najafi scrEENWritEr Babak Najafi PriNciPal 

cast sebastian Hiort af ornäs, Eva Melander PrODucErs Mimmi spång, Rebecka 
Lafrenz PrODucED by Garagefilm International AB in co-production with Film i Väst AB 
and sVT, with support from swedish Film Institute/Lisa ohlin scrEENiNg DEtails 35 mm, 
80 min tO bE rElEasED March 12, 2010 salEs TBA 

babak Najafi, born in 1975, graduated from dramatiska Institutet in stockholm 2002. 
since then he has directed several short documentaries and short fiction films. Sebbe is his 
first feature, sceening in Generation 14plus at Berlinale 2010.

NEW FILMs

OrigiNal titlE Prinsessa DirEctOr Teresa Fabik scrEENWritEr Teresa Fabik 
 PriNciPal cast Zandra Andersson, Moa silén, Anastasios soulis, Maria Lundqvist 
PrODucEr sandra Harms PrODucED by Breidablick Film in co-production with Film i 
Väst AB, Fastnet Films, sonet Film AB and Kanal 5, in co-operation with Film i dalarna and 
canal +, with support from swedish Film Institute/Lisa ohlin and Irish Film Board/simon 
Perry scrEENiNg DEtails 35 mm, 94 min rElEasED september 11, 2009 salEs sF 
International

teresa fabik studied film at stockholm University 1996-1997, and film directing at 
stockholms Filmskola 1997-1998. Her short film The Last Waltz (En sista vals, 2001) 
received a number of awards at various film festivals. Fabik’s first feature film, The Ketchup 
Effect (Hip Hip Hora!, 2004) was seen by over 300,000 swedish moviegoers and received 
a number of awards, including an Norwegian Amanda Award, the canal + Award, and the 
Nordic debutant Award at the Göteborg Int’l Film Festival.
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Videocracy
In Videocracy Erik Gandini returns to his country of birth portraying from the 
inside the consequences of a TV-experiment that Italians have been subjected 
to for 30 years. He gets unique access to the most powerful spheres, even the 
president’s summer retreat in Sardinia. Unveiling a remarkable story, born out 
of the scary reality of TV-republic Italy, a country where the step from 
TV-showgirl to Minister of Gender Equality is only natural.

The Wedding Photographer
In The Wedding Photographer we meet Robin who is originally from a small 
town but by chance gets a job as a photographer at an upper class wedding. 
There he meets the bride´s sister and falls in love. To fit in and make a good 
impression he does everything to be a part of this new world of friends and 
their upper class ways, which turns out to be easier said than done.

OrigiNal titlE Videocracy DirEctOr Erik Gandini PrODucEr Erik Gandini PrODucED 

by ATMo, in co-production with Zentropa Entertainment7/Mikael olsen, sVT/Axel Arnö 
with support from swedish Film Institute/ Peter “Piodor” Gustafsson, danish Film Institute/
Michael Haslund-christensen, Nordisk Film & TV Fond/Eva Faerevaag and Media 
Program, in association with the danish Broadcasting corporation/Mette Hoffmann Meyer 
and YLE FsT/Jenny Westergård scrEENiNg DEtails 35 mm, 80 min rElEasED August 
28, 2009 salEs TrustNordisk

Erik gandini was born and raised in Italy. Has produced and directed a number of 
internationally acclaimed feature documentaries. Among them are Surplus – Terrorized Into 
Being Consumers (2003) and Gitmo – the New Rules of War (2005) co-directed with Tarik 
saleh.

OrigiNal titlE Bröllopsfotografen DirEctOr  Ulf Malmros scrEENWritEr Ulf Malmros 
PriNciPal cast Björn starrin, Kjell Bergqvist, Tuva Novotny, Johannes Brost, Lotta Tejle 
PrODucEr Jan Blomgren PrODucED by Bobfilm sweden AB in co-production with Film i 
Väst/Tomas Eskilsson, TV4 AB/Åsa sjöberg and sandrew Metronome distribution sverige 
AB/ Birgitta Holmar with support from swedish Film Institute/Lisa ohlin. scrEENiNg 

DEtails 35 mm, 109 min rElEasED october 16, 2009 salEs Nonstop sales

ulf malmros directed his first film for television aged 19. He has directed three 
critically-acclaimed television series, among them the award-winning Report to Heaven 
(1994). His feature film debut was Have a Wonderful Life (1992), followed by A Summer 
Tale (2000) which won a number of awards at international film festivals. In 2003 he 
directed Slim Susie and in 2005 God Save the King.

A Thousand Times Stronger
One day Saga joined the class. She was what you might call “a strong girl”, 
the kind grownups like. Signe could see the whole thing play out. What 
happens when a girl comes along, who really just takes it for granted that 
there should be room enough for her, that she should be allowed to be 
herself? There was chaos. There was war. There was destruction.

OrigiNal titlE Tusen gånger starkare DirEctOr Peter schildt scrEENWritEr christina 
Herrström PriNciPal cast Julia sporre, Judit Weegar, Happy Jankell PrODucErs Peter 
Possne in co-operation with Peter schildt, Rickard Petrelius and sara sjöö PrODucED by 

sonet Film AB/Peter Possne in collaboration with saperi Film AB/ Rickard Petrelius, Peter 
schildt, sara sjöö in co-production with Head & Tail AB, Ljud & Bild Media AB, Independ-
ent studios AB, Posthuset AB, Next door AB and christina Herrström with support from 
swedish Film Institute/Johan Bogaeus scrEENiNg DEtails 35 mm, 90 min tO bE 

rElEasED september, 2010 salEs sF International

Peter schildt was born in 1951 in stockholm. He started as a child actor when he was 
seven years old and has worked professionally as an actor since 1968. since the beginning 
of the 70s he has made several films as a director, screenwriter and cinematographer. 
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Production 
companies

acne film  ab
Lilla Nygatan 23
sE-111 28 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 555 799 00
ks@acne.se
www.acne.se

a lexne ab
P.o. Box 30 36
sE-163 03 spånga
Phone: +46 8 36 19 90
Fax + 46 8 36 85 60
info@lexne.se
www.lexne.se

anagram Produktion ab
Lilla Fiskaregatan 5
sE-222 22 Lund
Phone: +46 46 15 97 50
Fax:+46 46 13 11 20
info@anagramproduktion.se
www. anagramproduktion.se

atmO
Götgatan 9 
sE-116 46 stockholm 
Phone: +46 8 462 26 90
Fax: +46 8 462 26 97
kristina@atmo.se
www.atmo.se

auto images ab
Monbijougatan 17e 
sE-211 53 Malmö
sweden 
Phone: +46 40 661 01 60 
auto@autoimages.se
www.autoimages.se

biospheric Pictures ab
Blanchegatan 6
sE-115 33 stockholm
Phone: +46 73 984 50 08  
mi@bipic.se
www.bipic.se 

bob film sweden ab
Hökens gata 10
sE-116 46 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 556 930 90
Fax: +46 8 556 930 99
bob@bobfilmsweden.com
www.bobfilmsweden.com 

breidablick film ab
Jungfrugatan 6
sE-114 44 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 564 118 90
Fax: +46 8 30 52 60
breidablick@breidablick.com
www.breidablick.com

camp David film ab
P.o. Box 6177
sE-102 33 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 54 55 52 52
Fax: +46 8 54 55 52 53
www.campdavidfilm.com

charon film ab
Eldholmen, Lennartsnäs
sE-196 92 Kungsängen
Phone /Fax:  
+46 8 584 503 90
info@charon.se
www.charon.se
 
the chimney Pot
sturegatan 58
sE-114 36 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 587 50 500
info@chimney.se
www.thechimneypot.com

cinenic film
djupedalsgatan 2 
sE-413 07 Göteborg 
Phone: +46 31 126521
annika@cinenicfilm.se
www.cinenicfilm.se

cinepost studios ab
söder Mälarstrand 77
sE-118 25 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 55 60 61 00
Fax: +46 8 55 60 61 05
info@cinepost.se
www.cinepost.se

cO.film ab
Ringvägen 37 
sE 118 63 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 658 44 46
christina@co-film.se
www.co-film.se

conversation film
sankt Paulsgatan 2
sE- 118 46 stockholm
Phone: +46 735 26 90 52
www.conversationfilm.com

Dagsljus ab
Västberga Allé 60
sE-126 75 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 503 822 00
Fax: +46 8 503 822 99
info@dagsljus.com
www.dagsljus.se

Dansk skalle ab
Falsterbogatan 18b
sE-214 36 Malmö
info@danskskalle.se
www.danskskalle.se
 
Dfm
Västmannagatan 73
sE-113 26 stockholm
Phone +46 8 22 97 22
info@dfm.se
www.dfm.se
 
Drama svecia
sturegatan 58
sE-114 36 stockholm
elly@dramasvecia.se
www.dramasvecia.se

Dramatiska institutet
Box 27090 
sE-102 51 stockholm 
kansli@draminst.se
www.dramatiskainstitutet.se 

Eden film
Erstagatan 3F
sE-116 28 stockholm
Phone /Fax: + 
46 8 641 75 78
info@edenfilm.se
www.edenfilm.se

Efti
Humlegårdsgatan 6
sE-114 46 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 678 12 10
Fax: +46 8 678 12 11
info@efti.se
www.efti.se

Eight millimeters ab
sjömansgatan 4 A
sE- 413 17 Göteborg
Phone +46 73 364 38 75
j.kellagher@telia.com

Elfvik film
Herserudsvägen 5 
sE-181 34 Lidingö 
Phone: +46 8 667 84 20 
Fax: +46 8 667 00 88 
info@elfvikfilm.se
www.elfvikfilm.se

Europa sound Produc-
tion ab
P o Box 241 92
sE- 104 51 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 552 55 400
Fax: +46 8 552 55 499
www.europasound.se

fasad film 
Bastugatan 45 
sE-118 25 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 658 4244
erika@fasad.se
www.fasad.se

fido film ab
Hammarby slussväg 11
sE-118 60 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 556 990 00
Fax: +46 8 555 990 01
Info@fido.se
www.fido.se

filmateljén 89 ab
Åvägen 24  
sE-412 51 Göteborg 
Phone: +46 31 82 63 80 
filmateljen@filmateljen.com
www.filmateljen.com

filmgate ab
Järntorget 3  
sE-413 04 Göteborg 
Phone: +46 31 7010200 
Fax: +46 31 7010218
info@filmgate.se
www.filmgate.se 
 
filmkreatörerna ab
Adlerbethsgatan 19
sE-112 55 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 440 75 65
Fax: +46 8 440 75 69
info@filmkreatorerna.com
www.filmkreatorerna.com
 
filmlance international 
ab
P.o. Box 27156
sE-102 52 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 459 73 80
Fax: +46 8 459 73 89
filmlance@filmlance.se
www.filmlance.se
 
filmtecknarna f.
animation ab
Renstiernas Gata 12
sE-116 28 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 442 73 00
Fax: +46 8 442 73 19
ft@filmtecknarna.se
www.filmtecknarna.se

final cut film 
 Production
Forbindelsesvej 7
2100 Köpenhamn
denmark
Phone: +45 35 436 043
final-cut@final-cut.dk
www.final-cut.dk

first Edition Pictures
Emil Jonsvik
Fabriksgatan 33
sE-412 51 Göteborg
Phone: +46 735 266 493
emil@jonsvik.com
www.jonsvik.com

fladen film ab
P.o. Box 222 39
sE-104 22 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 545 064 50
Fax: +46 8 545 064 59
info@fladenfilm.se
www.fladenfilm.se

flodellfilm
sturegatan 58
sE-114 36 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 587 505 10
Fax: +46 8 587 505 51
info@flodellfilm.se
www.flodellfilm.se

garagefilm ab
Kornhamnstorg 6
sE-111 27 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 545 133 65
Fax: +46 8 30 99 34
info@garagefilm.se
www.garagefilm.se
 
gilda film ab
Gotlandsgatan 72
sE-116 38 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 556 034 24
Fax: +46 8 556 034 27
info@gildafilm.se
www.gildafilm.se

giraff film ab
Rådstugatan 7
sE- 972 38 Luleå
Phone: + 46 920-22 01 90
Fax: + 46 920-22 01 04
agneta@giraff-film.se

gf studios
stockholmsvägen 18
sE-181 33 Lidingö
Phone: +46 8 446 09 31
Fax: +46 8 446 05 18
info@gfstudios.se
www.gfstudios.se

greta film ab
Essingeringen 41
sE-112 64 stockholm
Phone +46 70 899 85 44 

götafilm ab
Konstepidemins väg 6
sE-413 14 Göteborg
Phone: +46 31 82 55 70
Fax: +46 31 82 08 60
gotafilm@gotafilm.se
www.gotafilm.se

Head and tail
sturegatan 46
sE-114 36 stockholm
Phone: + 46 8 442 88 90
hq@head-tail.se
www.head-tail.se

Hepp film
Kastellgatan 13
sE-211 48 Malmö
Phone: +46 40 98 44 62
susanne.lundberg@
heppfilm.se
www.heppfilm.se

HObab 
P.o. Box 270 83
sE-102 51 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 666 36 10
peter@hobab.se
www.hobab.se

Hysteria film ab
Völundsgatan 10
sE-113 21 stockholm
Phone /Fax:  
+46 8 31 54 35
hysteria@hysteriafilm.se
www.hysteriafilm.se
 
illusion film ab
Tredje Långgatan 13
sE-413 03 Göteborg
Phone: +46 31 775 28 50
Fax: +46 31 775 28 80
info@illusionfilm.se
www.illusionfilm.se

independent studios
stenhuggarvägen 11
sE- 132 38 saltsjö-Boo
Phone: +46 8 556 615 00
Fax: +46 8 556 615 05
www.independentstudios.se

inpost
skeppsbron 5
sE-211 20 Malmö
Phone: +46 733 96 88 11
info@inpost.se
www.inpost.se

Kameraten ab
Magasin 1
sE- 115 56 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 32 82 30
Fax: +46 8 666 02 32
mail@kameraten.se
www.kameraten.se

Katharsis
henrik.norman@telia.com
 
Kostr-film
Västmannagatan 51
sE-113 25 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 611 10 87
contact@kostrfilm.com
www.kostrfilm.com

lisbet gabrielsson
film ab
Allévägen 6
sE-132 42 saltsjö-Boo
Phone: +46 8 715 32 90
Fax: +46 8 715 10 76
lisbet@minmail.net
www.lisbetgabrielssonfilm.se

ljudfadern ab
Telegramvägen 27
sE- 132 35 saltsjö-Boo
www.ljudfadern.com

ljud & bildmedia ab
Magasin 1
södra Hamnvägen 8
sE-115 56 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 540 279 26
Fax: +46 8 540 279 36
info@ljus-bildmedia.se

maNtaray film
Tjärhovsgatan 36
sE-116 21 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 640 43 45 
stina@mantarayfilm.se
www.mantarayfilm.se
 
mekaniken
P.o. Box 278 37
sE- 115 93 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 459 73 50
Fax: +46 8 459 73 59
info@mekaniken.se
www.mekaniken.se

memfis film ab
Kornhamnstorg 6, 3tr
sE-111 27 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 33 55 76
Fax: +46 8 30 99 34
memfis@memfis.se
www.memfis.se
 
migma film ab
s:t Paulsgatan 22B
sE-118 48 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 653 93 40
info@migmafilm.se
www.migmafilm.se
 
moviola film &
television ab
c/o Nordisk Film
P.o. Box 271 84
sE-102 52 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 601 32 00
Fax: +46 8 601 32 10
ingemar@moviola.se
www.moviola.se

månharen film & tV
Barnängsvägen 60
sE-116 41 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 643 95 09
mikael@ compadre..se
www.compadre..se

Naive ab
Krukmakargatan 34
sE-118 51 stockholm

Next Door ab
sprängkullsgatan 10 B
sE-411 23 Göteborg

Nordisk film Post 
Production stockholm
Tullvaktsvägen 2 
sE- 115 56 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 450 45 00
www.nordiskfilm-postpro-
duction.com

Nordisk film
Production ab
Tegeluddsvägen 80
P.o. Box 271 84
sE-102 52 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 601 32 00
Fax: +46 8 601 32 10
contact@nordiskfilm.com
www.nordiskfilm.com

Nouvago capital
P.o. Box 5712
sE-114 87 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 701 09 11
Fax: +46 8 660 06 33
info@nouvago.com
www.nouvago.com

Nyqvist film ab
P.o. Box 103
sE-701 42 Örebro
 
Omegafilm ab
Bromma Kyrkväg 459B
sE-168 58 Bromma
Phone: +46 8 564 808 20
Fax: +46 8 564 832 10
lennart@omegafilm.se
www.omegafilm.se

One tired brother 
Productions ab
Ålabodsvägen 79
sE- 261 62 Glumslöv
Phone: +46 418 700 22
Fax: +46 418 700 22
info@onetiredbrother.se
www.onetiredbrother.se
 

Peter Jonsvik
Fabriksgatan 33
sE-412 51Göteborg
Phone: +46 463 22 51 59
peter@jonsvik.se

Pinguinfilm ab
Östgötagatan 14
sE-116 25 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 640 03 50
info@pinguin.se
www.pinguin.se
 
Plattform Produktion
Vallgatan 9d
sE-411 16 Göteborg
Phone: +46 31 711 66 60
mail@plattformproduktion.se
www.plattformproduktion.se 
 
Posthuset ab
Norr Mälarstrand 12-14
sE-112 20 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 650 77 90
Fax: +46 8 650 77 92
info@posthuset.se
www.posthuset.se

realreel Production 
info@realreel.se
www.realreel.se 

republiken
Åkerssjövägen 4 
sE-461 23 Trollhättan 
Phone: +46 8 587 50 500 
Fax: +46 8 587 50 501 
fredrik.zander@chimney.se
www.thechimneypot.com

riviera
sveavägen 52
sE-111 34 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 440 41 30
Fax: +46 8 440 41 39
info@riviera.cd
www.riviera.cd
 
röde Orm film
P.o. Box 381 04
sE-100 64 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 640 21 80
info@rodeormfilm.se
www.rodeormfilm.se

saperi film
Bläcktornsgränd 1
sE-118 24 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 640 48 83

scanbox Entertainment 
sweden ab
Östgötagatan 48 
sE-116 64 stockholm 
Phone: +46 8 545 787 80 
Fax: +46 08 545 787 89 
annat@scanbox.com
www.scanbox.com

sebastie film och media
Fogdevägen 40
sE-128 41 Bagarmossen
Phone: +46 708 87 5186
andre@sebastie.com
www.sebastie.com

silverosa film
södermannagatan 43a
sE-11640 stockholm
Phone: +46 709 66 72 86
anna@silverosafilm.se
www.silverosafilm.se
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sonet film ab
Greta Garbos väg 13
sE-169 86 stockholm
Phone: +46 8680 35 00
Fax: +46 8 710 44 60
www.sonetfilm.se
 
stellaNova film
Rörstrandsgatan 46
sE-113 33 stockholm 
Phone: +46 8310440
info@stellanovafilm.com
www.stellanovafilm.com

stiftelsen ingmar 
bergman
c/o svenska  
filminstitutet 
Box 27126 
sE-10252 stockholm  
direct +46 0 8 665 11 76
info@ingmarbergman.se
www.ingmarbergman.se 

stOPP 
stockholm Postproduction 
AB
odengatan 104
sE-113 22 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 50 70 35 00
Fax: +46 8 50 32 77 22
www.stopp.se
 
st Paul film
Tjärhovsgatan 4
sE-116 21 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 505 248 00
Fax: +46 8 505 248 01
info@stpaul.se
www.stpaul.se

story ab
Virkesvägen 2a
sE-120 30 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 15 62 80
Fax: +46 8 15 62 82
tobias@story.se
www.story.se
 
studio 24
sibyllegatan 24
sE-114 42 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 662 57 00
Fax: +46 8 662 92 40
studio24@royandersson.
com
www.royandersson.com
 
ab svensk filmindustri
sE-169 86 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 680 35 00
Fax: +46 8 680 37 66
borje.hansson@sf.se
www.sf.se
 
sweetwater ab
Grev Turegatan 21
sE-114 38 stockholm
Phone: 46 8 662 14 70
Fax: 46 8 662 14 71
info@sweetwater.se
www.sweetwater.se
 
tre Vänner Produktion
Ragvaldsgatan 14
sE-118 46 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 556 092 40
Fax: +46 8 556 092 49
info@trevanner.se
www.trevanner.se

tV4 ab
sE- 115 79 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 4594000 
Fax: +46 8 4594444
www.tv4.se
 

Wg film
Västergatan 23
sE-211 21 Malmö
Phone: +46 40 23 20 98
Fax: +46 40 23 35 10
film@wgfilm.com
www.wgfilm.com

yellow bird 
Magasin 1, Frihamnen
Box 27034
102 51 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 50 30 77 00
Fax: +46 8 50 30 77 01
info@yellowbird.se
www.yellowbird.se
 
Zingofilm & tV ab
Tavastgatan 21
sE-118 24 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 531 800 12
info@zingofilm.se
www.zingofilm.se

sales 
companies
autlook filmsales gmbH
Trappelgasse 4/17
1040 Vienna
Austria
Phone: +43 720 34 69 34
Fax:     +43 720 34 69 
34 55
welcome@autlookfilm.com
www.autlookfilms.com
 
bavaria film 
 international
Bavariafilmplatz 8
d-82031 Geiselgasteig
Germany
Phone: + 49 89 64 99 
35 31
info@bavaria-film-
international.de
www.bavaria-film-
international.com

Deckert Distribution 
gmbh
Marienplatz 1
041 03 Leipzig, Germany
Phone: +49 341 215 66 38
Fax: +49 341 215 66 39
info@deckert-distribution.
com
www.deckert-distribution.
com

films transit 
 international inc. 
252 Gouin Boulevard East 
Montreal. Quebec. 
canada H3L 1A8 
Phone: +1 514 844 3358 
Fax: +1 514 844 7298 
office@filmstransit.com
www.filmstransit.com

first Hand films 
Fritz Heeb-Weg 5
8050 Zürich
switzerland
Phone: +41 44 312 20 60
Fax: +41 44 312 20 80
esther.van.messel@
firsthandfilms.com
www. firsthandfilms.com

the match factory 
Balthasarstr. 79-81
506 70 cologne
Germany
Phone: +49 221 539 7090
Fax: +49 221 539 70 910
info@matchfactory.de
www.the-match-factory.com
 
Nonstop sales ab
döbelnsgatan 24
sE-113 52 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 673 99 80
Fax: +46 8 673 99 88
info@nonstopsales.com
www.nonstopsales.com

Post scriptum & media
Åkantsgränd 9
sE-163 41 spånga
Phone: +46 8 760 52 47
ulla.aspgren@comhem.se
www.postscriptummedia.
com

ab svensk filmindustri
international sales
sE-169 86 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 680 35 00
Fax: +46 8 710 44 22
international@sf.se
www.sfinternational. se

sVt sales
Hangövägen 18
sE-105 10 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 784 86 14
Fax: +46 8 784 60 75
svtsales@svt.se
www.svtsales.com
 
telepicture marketing
16 Gun Wharf
124 Wapping High street
London E1W 2NJ
UK
Phone: +44 20 7265 1644
Fax: +44 20 7481 2766
charlotta.bjuvman@dial.
pipex.com
www.telepicturemarketing.
com
 
trustNordisk 
Filmbyen 12
dK-2650 Hvidovre
denmark
Phone: +45 36 86 87 88
Fax: +45 36 77 44 48
info@trustnordisk.com
www.trustnordisk.com
 
Distributors
 
folkets bio
P.o. Box 170 99
sE-104 62 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 545 275 20
Fax: +46 8 545 275 27
info@folketsbio.se
www.folketsbio.se

Noble Entertainment
P.o. Box 7130
sE-103 87 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 450 48 90
Fax: +46 8 450 48 99
info@nobleentertainment.
com
www.nobleentertainment.
com
 

Nonstop
Entertainment ab
döbelnsgatan 24
sE-113 52 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 673 99 85
Fax: +46 8 673 99 88
info@nonstopentertainment.
com
www.nonstopentertainment.
com
 
Nordisk film ab
Tegeluddsvägen 80
P.o. Box 271 84
sE-102 52 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 601 32 00
Fax: +46 8 587 822 03
contact@nordiskfilm.com
www.nordiskfilm.com
 
novemberfilm
P.o. Box 200 22
sE-200 74 Malmö
Phone: +46 40 630 99 30
info@novemberfilm.com
www.novemberfilm.com
 
sandrew metronome
Distribution sverige ab
P.o. Box 5612
sE-114 86 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 762 17 00
Fax: +46 8 10 38 50
info@sandrewmetronome.
com
www.sandrewmetronome.
com
 
scanbox Entertainment
sweden ab
Förmansvägen 2
sE-117 43 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 545 787 80
Fax: +46 8 545 787 89
www.scanbox.com
 
ab svensk filmindustri
sE-169 86 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 680 35 00
Fax: +46 8 680 37 04
sffilm@sf.se
www.sf.se
 
swedish film institute
P.o. Box 27126
sE-102 52 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 665 11 00
Fax: +46 8 661 18 20
andreas.hoffsten@sfi.se
www.sfi.se

twentieth century fox
sweden ab
P.o. Box 604
sE-169 26 solna
Phone: +46 8 566 261 00
Fax: +46 8 566 261 49
www.foxfilm.se
 
united international
Pictures ab
P.o. Box 9502
sE-102 74 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 556 065 78
Fax: +46 8 556 065 89
louise_bodin@uip.se
www.uip.se
 

film festivals 

buff – the internatio-
nal children and young
People’s film festival
P.o. Box 4277
sE-203 14 Malmö
Phone: +46 40 23 92 11
Fax: +46 40 30 53 22
info@buff.se
www.buff.se
March 16-20, 2010
 
göteborg international 
film festival (giff)
olof Palmes plats
sE-413 04 Göteborg
Phone: +46 31 339 30 00
Fax: +46 31 41 00 63
info@filmfestival.org
www.filmfestival.org
January 29-February 8, 
2010

lund international 
fantastic film festival
Box 1626
sE-221 01 Lund
Phone: +46 46 13 21 35
Fax: +46 46 13 21 39
Info@fff.se
www.fff.se
september 23-october 
2, 2010

Novemberfestivalen
Magasinsgatan 15
sE-461 30 Trollhättan
Phone: +46 520 49 66 10
Fax: +46 520 399 28
info@novemberfestivalen.nu
www.novemberfestivalen.nu
November 19-21, 2010
 
stockholm international
film festival (siff) &
stockholm international 
film festival Junior 
(siffJ)
P.o.Box 3136
sE-103 62 stockholm
Phone: + 46 8 677 50 00
Fax: + 46 8 20 05 90
info@stockholmfilmfestival.se
www.stockholmfilmfestival.se
sIFF November 17-28, 
2010
sIFFJ April 19-24, 2010
 
tEmPO Documentary
film festival
Bergsunds strand 39
P.o. Box 170 99
sE-104 62 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 545 103 33
Fax: +46 8 545 103 32
info@tempofestival.se
www.tempofestival.se
March 10-14, 2010

uppsala international 
short film festival
P.o. Box 1746
sE-751 47 Uppsala
Phone: +46 18 12 00 25
Fax: +46 18 12 13 50
info@shortfilmfestival.com
www.shortfilmfestival.com
october 25-31, 2010
 

Organizations

film gävleborg
Landstinget Gävleborg
Film Gävleborg
sE-801 88 Gävle
www.lg.se/filmgavleborg
karin.forsgren.anderung@
lg.se

film i Dalarna
Kaserngården 13 
sE-791 40 Falun 
Phone: +46 23262 75
kontakt@filmidalarna.se
www.filmidalarna.se

film i Halland 
Kulturhuset Fyren 
Borgmästargatan 6 
sE- 434 32 Kungsbacka 
Phone: +46 300 83 47 68 
Fax: +46 300-83 48 85
www.filmihalland.nu

film i skåne
sixten sparres gata 1
271 39 Ystad
Phone: +46 411 558 750
Fax: +46 411 559 740
www.filmiskane.se
 
film i Väst
Box 134
461 23 Trollhättan
Phone: +46 520-49 09 00
Fax: +46 520 49 09 01
info@filmivast.se
www.filmivast.se
 
film i Västerbotten
Magasinsgatan 17B
903 27 Umeå
Phone: +46 90-785 46 
80, 90
Fax: +46 90-785 46 88
info@filmivasterbotten.com
www.filmivasterbotten.com

filmpool Nord
Kronan A2
974 42 Luleå
Phone: +46 920 43 40 79
Fax: +46 920 43 40 79
info@fpn.se
www.fpn.se

filmregion stockholm-
mälardalen
Greta Garbos väg 11 
sE-169 40 solna
sweden 
Phone: +46 8 271440 
 www.frsm.se

gotlands filmfond
Mellangatan 15
sE- 621 56 Visby
Phone: +46 498 206207
www.filmpagotland.se

media Desk sweden
swedish Film Institute
P.o. Box 27126
sE-102 52 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 665 11 00
Fax: +46 8 662 26 84
mediadesk@sfi.se
www.sfi.se/mediadesk

mid Nordic film 
commission
Per Hjärpsgård
Krondiksvägen 93
sE-831 83 Östersund
Phone: + 46 73 180 87 97
per@midnordicfilm.com
www.midnordicfilm.com

Nordisk film & tV fond
P.o. Box 275
1319 Bekkestua
Norway
Phone: +47 64 00 60 80
Fax: +47 64 00 60 87
info@nordiskfilmogtvfond.
com
www.nordiskfilmogtvfond.
com

Off Oberoende 
filmares
filmförbund
independent film 
Producers’
association
P.o. Box 27121
sE-102 52 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 663 66 55
kansliet@off.se
www.off.se

scenkonstbolaget film
(Film i västernorrland)
Magasingatan 12
sE-852 34 sundsvall
Phone: +46 60 15 54 25
Fax: +46 60 15 5424
film.vnorrland@fiv.lvn.se

stockholm film 
commission
Ingrid Rudefors
Greta Grabos väg 3
sE-169 40 stockholm
Phone: +46 70 323 77 71
ingrid.rudefors@stofilm.com
www.stofilm.com
 
svenska institutet
The swedish Institute
P.o. Box 7434
sE-103 91 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 453 78 00
Fax: +46 8 20 72 48
si@si.se
www.si.se

swedish film institute
P.o. Box 271 26
sE-102 52 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 665 11 00
Fax: +46 8 661 18 20
uof@sfi.se
www.sfi.se

swedish film & tV 
Producers
association
P.o. Box 271 83
sE-102 52 stockholm
Phone: +46 8 665 12 55
Fax: +46 8 666 37 48
info@filmtvp.se
www.filmtvp.se

swedish lapland film 
commission
Filmpool Nord AB
Kronan A2
sE-974 42 Luleå
Phone: +46 70 330 45 99
berit.tilly@slfc.com
www.slfc.com

Öresund film 
 commission
sixten sparres gata 1
sE-271 39 Ystad
Phone: +46 70 716 32 02
svensson@oresundfilm.com
www.oresundfilm.com



 The 21st Stockholm
 International 
 Film Festival

Nov
17–28 
2010

www.stockholmfilmfestival.se

Director Lee Daniels five hours before the Nordic premiere
of Precious at the Stockholm International Film Festival.
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DEADLINE FOR ENTRIES 

2010 IS SEPTEMBER 11!

ContaCts
FESTIvAL DIREcTOR Git Scheynius. PROgRAM MANAgER George Ivanov, E-mail:george@stockholmfilmfestival.se         
General Inquiries +46 8 677 50 00 info@stockholmfilmfestival.se
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